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PREFACE 
 
 

 Cartooning is one of the loves of my life. The passion for it began in the second 
grade when I managed a recognizable facsimile of Mickey Mouse’s head. (Mickey stayed 
disembodied for quite a while as I remember –mastering his body and limbs were beyond 
me at that point.) 
 
 Over twenty-five years ago I conceived a cartoon character in a quixotic quest to 
merge Raymond Chandler and what had become my brand of outer space silliness. 
 
 Chandler’s Philip Marlowe seemed a sort of 20th century angel, a being of rock-solid 
goodness who looked upon humankind with an almost Buddhist compassion. Marlowe’s 
empathy was in spite of, or because of his full awareness of how deeply we humans are 
mired in greed, fear and hatred, and delusion. 
 
 Although Stuart Stuart, more familiarly known as “Asteroid Stu,” was conceived 
‘way back then, his actual birth was a difficult and laborious one, aided in no small part by 
Cameron McMillan, who among many details, supplied his name. 
 
 My parents also had a hand in Stu’s emergence as well, and not just by conceiving 
his creator. 
 
 Nita, my mom, instilled in me the joy of reading for fun. While I was reading 
hundreds of science fiction novels in high school, including wondrous works by Theodore 
Sturgeon and Ray Bradbury, Mom was trying to get me hooked on mysteries. She had a 
special affection for Rex Stout’s series of Nero Wolfe who-dun-its. 
 
 Sadly, it wasn’t until after Mom died and I inherited a box full of well-worn 
paperbacks, that I succumbed to the charms of Archie Goodwin and his querulous 
employer. Stout lead to Chandler, but I hope there’s a little bit of Archie in Stu. Thanks, 
Mom! 
 
 For a while Stu looked a bit like my dad, Frank. Dad was a big guy, but very gentle 
and soft-spoken. Like Mom, he didn’t live to see Asteroid Stu, but he was extravagantly 
proud of my first published cartoons. Although Stu’s current diminutive and elfish look 
doesn’t resemble my Dad, I like to think there’s a little of Dad in Stu too. Thanks, Dad! 
 
 While I was still far from figuring out what Asteroid Stu wanted to look like, a story 
featuring this amorphous detective from the asteroid belt began to emerge. The Corpse on 
the Comet was the result and this is essentially the same document completed over twenty 
years ago. 
 
 I thought cartooning was the lynch pin of Stu’s existence. I didn’t anticipate cranking 
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out prose, but I didn’t seem to have a choice in the matter. 
 
 Over the years I’ve tried to illustrate the story, but was never satisfied. In the 
meantime I finally figured out what Stu looked like and did a 52-page black-and-white 
comic book, Asteroid Stu and the Mind-Duel. 
 
 Stu of the Mind-Duel felt like a good fit and there are some pieces of the Corpse 
story that wormed their way in –a black hole and a Chimera in particular. But I still felt the 
illustration to Corpse was beyond my abilities –perhaps in part from a habit of thinking. 
 
 The original manuscript of the Corpse on the Comet was typewritten from hand-
written notes. When I decided to try again to “resurrect” the Corpse, I had to input the 
entire document into our computer and scan in and format illustrations, new and old. I’ve 
mostly avoided the temptation to alter the story to fit seamlessly with Mind-Duel. Somehow 
it just feels like leaving it intact in the right thing to do. 
 
 After the story was input, I turned to my previous attempts at illustration –a sizable 
stack of drawings done in different media, from different periods –displaying, to my eye at 
least, considerable stylistic changes over the years of cartooning. 
 
 In other words, I had a real mish-mash on my hands! Many of the drawings hadn’t 
seen the light of day for decades. Some I’d completely forgotten about. Some I 
remembered were no longer in the collection and had gotten “lost in space,” so to speak. 
 
 For whatever reason –could it be maturity? –Looking at these ‘toons I felt less critical 
this time around. Something seemed to open up and embrace all these efforts from the 
past. I didn’t entirely resist the urge to give Stu a more consistent look, but I have kept the 
pictorial adjustments to a minimum. So the pictures here are a mixture of past and present, 
a mixture of the ever-changing illusion called “self.” 
 
 To finally have Corpse on the Comet in book form feels like a healing and an 
affirmation. I hope those who do me the favor of reading it will partake of the great 
pleasure it has ultimately given me. 
 
 This book is dedicated to the memory of Nita and Frank Spencer. 
 
 I also dedicate it to the memory of my aunt, Patty Spencer, who endured and 
accepted a very difficult lot in life with grace and sweetness. 
 
 And as always, this book and all my efforts are for Cameron, the major love of my 
life, who has unfailingly supported and aided my ongoing quest to give silliness shape and 
form. 
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PROLOGUE 
  
 
 Remember all the hoopla surrounding the re-appearance of Sally's Comet over a 
decade ago? The comet was a real disappointment. It fizzled when it should have sizzled. 
What most people don't know is that four Earthlings took a trip to the comet and actually 
stood on it's trembling surface and watched as the universe died and time ran out. 
 
 I was one of those four. The report that follows is right out of my case files 
concerning a client, one "Homeless" Horace Goduvski. 
 
 

 
 

CHAPTER ONE 
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 Saturn was a show-off. The planet came waltzing over the pocked-mark horizon 
flaunting his ringed jewelry, his accompanying court of moons revolving in thrall to all his 
glory. He was a beaut, but I was not in the mood to appreciate the big guy's glitz. 
Considering my hard-earned reputation as the premiere "eye" in the Belt (admittedly I was 
probably the only P.I. in the Belt), there were entirely too many unsolved cases floating in 
my files. 
 
 I leaned back in my shabbily upholstered desk chair and grimaced as one of those 
scattered files nearly smacked into my proboscis. The gravity of my office asteroid, a 
cratered hunk of junk I call Agnes, was just enough to keep stuff from escaping into the 
void, but not firm enough to pin things down to their proper places. For the thousandth time 
I thought about getting one of those asteroid-enveloping fiber carpets with the matching 
velcro furniture. Yeah, right. While I was at it I should pick up one of those cute robot 
secretaries. If I had that much cabbage I wouldn't be just getting by as a private 
investigator in the Asteroid Zone. 

 
 Just to rub it in, the Re-noc-nix file chose that moment to float right under my 
peepers. The Re-noc-nix case was one of those maddening unsolved mysteries. The Re-noc-
nix had hired me to investigate the cause of the cataclysm they insisted created the 
asteroids. The Re-noc-nix had a special interest because according to their traditions, they 
were the pre-cataclysmic inhabitants of the proud planet Proteus, formerly the fifth planet in 
the solar system. The way the Re-noc-nix told it, everything had been hunky-dory; Proteus 
had been a veritable piece of paradise, then WHAMBO! --no more Proteus. No more 
nothin', but a lot of little Proteoids, chips off the old block, ten million fragments drifting 
through the dark, nowadays known as the asteroids. 
 
 Some of the scientists out here have stated flatly that this origin story was pure bunk, 
that the asteroids are leftovers from the planet-forming process, that no planet Proteus 
every existed, but you couldn't tell that to the Re-noc-nix. 
 
 What puzzled them was the cause of the blow-up. Did natural forces clobber Proteus 
or was it the work of sinister space invaders? Maybe it had been a case of human-like 
idiocy and the Re-noc-nix had blown themselves up. Earthlings have shown similar 
tendencies at times. 
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 There was one persistent rumor that Proteus had been invested with an indomitable 
insectoid pest, a sort of Protean cockroach. The deadliest chemicals, traps, radiation, had 
all failed to daunt the critters. The Proteans did their worst and it only encouraged the pests 
to up their reproductive rate. Finally, in despair, the story goes, the Proteans blew 
themselves and their planet to smithereens just to vanquish the invincible vermin. 
 
 

 
 Invincible indeed! The same story holds that the present-day Re-noc-nix are the 
evolved descendents of the pests-who-wouldn't-die rather than the highly cultured pre-
catastrophe Proteans. Understandably, the Re-noc-nix didn't favor this particular theory. 
 
 Totally traumatized by whatever horrendous event that had transpired, the Re-noc-
nix said they didn't know how they had come to be the Asteroid Zone's only indigenous 
form of sentient life. Their racial pride demanded the answer even as their racial memory 
willingly embraced amnesia. So they got the bright idea of dumping the whole mess in my 
lap --my fee contingent on coming up with the answers. No doubt scintillating Saturn, up 
there dancing with his moons, had witnessed it all, along with even nearer big brother 
Jupiter, but they weren't talking. 
 
 The Re-noc-nix enigma reminded me of another unsolved case that rankled, the 
"Missing Deity" mystery. There was a tough proton to crack! This hypothetically omnipotent 
entity was supposedly ubiquitous, but despite a lot of crackpot claims to the contrary, no 
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one had ever turned up a sub-atomic particle of evidence that the deity ever existed! 
 
 Everyone had a different, contradictory description of this elusive being, the most 
common Earthside being a big old humanoid with flowing white hair and beard. Some 
thought the deity was more a Big Mama type. Heated debates would spring up whenever 
I'd start asking questions, but nobody had any facts you could grab onto. Indeed, the deity 
itself might be ungraspable --many seemed to think it had no material form. My client (who 
must remain nameless) seemed to think the deity had croaked despite all it's power and 
that foul play might even be involved. All I had to go on was a cryptic conundrum 
wheedled out of a seedy low-life in a cheap dive on Deimos, one of the Martian moons. He 
said the deity was "...a circle whose center was everywhere and whose circumference was 
infinite." You can imagine what a lot of help that was! 
 
 It was enough to drive even the toughest operative to drink. I thought of the 
Regulian brandy in a desk drawer, but squelched the craving and started up the nuclear-
powered coffeepot instead. 
 
 The coffeepot, gurgling frantically, belching aromatic steam, had started to orbit 
Agnes when the stranger appeared, stepping out of the shadows. 
 He was a weird old bird. He looked like a down-and-out street person in the tattered 
cloth coat and the perforated tennies. This alone didn't startle me too much. There were a 
few of the homeless out here in the Belt. Missing deity knows how they got here, much less 
how they survived. They, like the stranded astronauts and slumming alien tourists added to 
the Zone’s sparse population. 
 
 There were others in the neighborhood too, like the mythological types --centaurs, 
satyrs, and others who'd come out here when they'd gone out of style on Earth. 
 

 
 
 But back to the stranger. The weird thing about him was that every time I glanced at 
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him out of the corner of my eye, instead of seeing a scrawny old-timer on his last legs, I'd 
see a big bird --a huge golden eagle or hawk with eyes fierce enough to inspire sweat and 
then freeze it solid. 
 
 Looking straight on he was only a grubby old goat living on borrowed time who 
needed a change of clothes and a bath, not to mention a breath-mint. 
 
 "You Stu?" he rasped, "Asteroid Stu?" 
 
 "I'm Stu. So what's new?" I laid one of my snappy comebacks on him. (I've got a 
million of them.) 
 
 "Ahhwanncha staabbaahhmmmmrrrdrrrr." His speech was impassioned, but his 
diction left much to be desired. He sounded like he was chewing on his tongue. I finally 
deciphered the mumbles: "I want ya ta stop a murder." 
 
 "Whose?" I queried. 
 
 "Mine," he said, and with a foul-smelling belch he went limp and under gravity's 
puny pull, crumpled slo-mo into a disreputable-looking head on Agnes's already ill-used, 
pitted surface. 
 
 So I got out the Regulian brandy after all. When I'd plied a little down the geezer's 
gullet (and took a taste myself so he wouldn't have to drink alone) he began to revive. I 
grilled him for info then; over easy, but well done, and the story came out. 
 
 His name was Horace Goduvski and he knew he was going to be snuffed because, 
he said, it had happened many times before. Furthermore, it was always the same torpedo 
who dispatched him, a thug named Seth. Yep, like Shirley MacLaine, lots of Tibetans and 
other Buddhists and Hindus and who knows else, he figured he'd been on the great roller 
coaster ride of life before --reincarnation they called it. It sounded like wishful thinking to 
me, but I tried to keep an open mind. I'd seen too many impossibilities out here in the 
Zone, in this crazy orbiting oversized and scattered sandbox, to easily dismissed outright 
anything conceivable, no matter how "far out." 
 
 So this time around Horace said he wasn't having any, thank you. He wanted me to 
put the kibosh on Seth, or at least keep him out of the picture until Horace could make a 
clean getaway. I was trying to figure out how to let him down easy when his next move 
altered my point of view. He tossed me a ruby the size of a baseball --a retainer, he said. It 
gleamed redly as it spun in Agnes' feeble grip, threatening to out-glitz the ringed and 
banded planet in the asteroid's excuse for a sky. I snatched the red rock and secured it in 
my office safe in seconds flat. 
 
 Then I told ol' Horace he'd just hired the best sleuth in the Belt. (I didn't tell him 
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about those open-ended cases still giving me fits of mental indigestion.) 

 
CHAPTER TWO 

 
 
 Maybe it was the Regulian brandy, but Horace's mumbling got more disjointed and 
indecipherable. His gaze lost focus and traveled inward. His consciousness had shrunk to a 
cold little rock, a virtual asteroid, tumbling through the darkness of his inner cosmos. 
Having closed up shop, his soul had taken the night off. I followed suite: locked up my 
desk, turned off the lights and when I was finally able to catch it, cooled down the core of 
my nuclear-powered coffeepot. 
 
 In the absence of a better plan I figured I'd steer this looney-tunes loser with the 
jackpot ruby back to my digs. Since Horace was making like a zombie I bound him gently 
with some bungee cords. With him securely in tow, I took a running leap into the void. 
 
 It wasn't as desperate an action as it might sound to a planet-bound bozo. Anything 
more energetic than a hop, skip or stumble easily achieved escape velocity from Agnes. 
There was no chance of bashing into another asteroid; there's plenty of space between 
these rocks out here. Agnes' nearest neighbor was a few thousand klicks away. Other 
asteroids were often tricky to even sight; most had low albedos and the distant sun had to 
hit them just right or they'd just be irregular dark blobs blocking sections of starry space. 
 
 My pocket ion-squirter slowed our velocity and simultaneously sent out a signal to 
summon a cab. When the clear colloid/plasma cube that was the space taxi finally showed 
I saw that the driver of the clear colloid/plasma cube that was the space taxi was a 
snappy-looking Re-noc-nik with a line of chatter to match. Ignoring the verbiage, I pushed 
my bundled bum into the membranous walls of the cab and gave the cabby a careful once-
over. He looked like a twenty-foot long sock with a bunch of candy canes sticking out the 
open end. No eyes, ears, or nose in conventional Earthling terms were discernible; the 
wriggling red-and-white striped “candy canes” were actually flexible sensory organs which 
doubled as manipulators and graspers. Patterns on the sock-shaped torso varied greatly 
from one individual to another. This guy had wavy stripes –sky cerulean, vanilla cream, 
ocean-emerald, frosty white, coca-cola red, royal purple and pale lime in that order, from 
“mouth” to “toe.” The highly saturated hues were a good sign; washed-out colors would 
have suggested that the Re-noc-nik was one of those screwy methane-addicts and he might 
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have towed us out to one of Uranus’s obscure moons by mistake. The cabby seemed 
suspicious of my packaged hobo and waved his candy canes in alarm, but I told him to 
save it and gave directions to my home base. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 I gave Horace a glance and noticed I wasn’t getting any more of those disconcerting 
hawk-visions. He just looked like a choice candidate for a nursing home. I settled back and 
gazed at the stars through the transparent plasma of the hurtling taxi. 
 
 The stars! I never got over the outrageous beauty of them, scattered all over 
creation like over-sized sugar crystals flung every which way by a sloppy god of pastry 
chefs. Whenever I’d get blue I’d get out by my lonesome and float among the stars, 
surrounded, immersed. All those raging suns isolated from each other by enormous 
distances, blazing against the even more immense darkness. All that cold blackness didn’t 
intimidate them a whit. Undaunted, they roared songs my puny ears were deaf to, but 
which resonated with my soul. The glorious myriad stars! 
 
 Lately one of those bright specks was threatening to upstage the others, was waxing 
large and shiny and changing too much to be a faraway sun or even a neighborhood 
planet. It was a well known, but infrequent visitor from the outback, out past Pluto’s dimly 
glinting ice. A chunk of dirty ice and rock itself, the visitor was a traveling showman on a 
76-year circuit, dropping in from outside the plane of the solar system, heading in on one 
of its periodic daredevil fly-bys. Sally’s Comet, named after the 6th century astrologer, Sally 
the Stargazer, was calling on our local community of heavenly bodies once again. Sally’s 
celestial spectacle was speeding towards old Sol like a moth to a flame, falling toward the 
sun only to whip around it and slingshot on out again to the utter emptiness past all the 
tilting spinning worlds. 
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 I abruptly realized then that Horace’s glazed gaze had suddenly sharpened and 
found an outward focus. He was staring at the comet, staring with a fierce recognition. It 
was his thin wail, starting as only a sputtering hiss, issued from Horace’s knotted throat. 
Horace began vibrating beside me like a tuning fork, the thin forsaken cry being shaken 
out of his scrawny frame. Horace stared madly at the comet and screamed. 
 
 Before I could budge, Horace sprang out of the seat and crashed full against the no-
longer permeable wall of the space cab. For obvious safety reasons, taxi drivers cancelled 
cab wall permeability when the taxi was accelerating. The result was that once again, 
Horace lay in a crumpled, unconscious heap. 
 
 As I checked Horace’s pulse, the cabby was chittering excitedly. My command of 
Re-noc-nixese was spotty at best and the driver was spouting the lingo in high gear, but I 
got the drift: his experience jived with mine. For one brief moment Horace had seemed a 
giant bird of prey; the matchstick legs became mighty talons that threatened to pluck the 
comet from the sky, the feeble, flailing arms seemed golden-feathered wings filling the 
heavens, the sunken eyes had transformed into huge sharply peering gold-speckled orbs, 
and the pitiful wail had for just a moment changed to a scream of desperate yearning that 
echoed down every corridor of the labyrinth of my brain. 
 
 Horace was resting easy again apparently no worse for wear. I wished could have 
said the same. I took a long pull from my hip flask and when the Re-noc-nik’s gab had run 
itself out, I offered him a nip. He didn’t hesitate a nano-second, just wrapped a red-and-
white striped tentacle around the flask and finished it off. I just sat there in the cab shaking 
my head and the Re-noc-nik twitched his candy canes and finally, both of us feeling a bit 
calmer, we proceeded on our appointed course, my home sweet asteroid in one of the 
Trojan groups near Jupiter. 
 
 The whole way home I gaped and Sally’s wanderer and wondered. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

 
 I forked over some cabbage to the cabby who still looked a little dazed as he 
headed his heap back towards the main asteroid swarm. Now I’ll admit I’m occasionally 
guilty of using, purely for the sake of color, words of which my old 4th grade grammar 
teacher would not have approved, i.e., slang. In the case of “cabbage” in this context, 
however, I plead not guilty. The basic monetary unit hereabouts is a cabbage leaf, bio-
engineered by a secret process jealously guarded by the Asteroid Zone’s semi-anarchistic 
government. The delicate pattern of venation across the pale jade of the leaf was 
absolutely inimitable. The leaves aged slower than cobalt steel and in a real pinch they 
could be eaten, a real plus out here were food is sometimes scarce. 
 
 My trusty ion-squirter propelled still-zonked Horace and me to the surface of my 
pad, the artificial asteroid I had built with my own hands, the “Stupot.” I’m not much a 
housekeeper; shirts and underwear, comics and paperbacks, coffee cups and beer bottles 
were scattered hither and yon, magnetically attached to the Stupot’s surface. Amongst it all 
I spotted a frozen lump of “asteroid stew,” a concoction of my own that sticks to the ribs 
and wears well as a leftover. I couldn’t quite remember how some leftover stew got left 
over out here on the Stupot’s skin. I thought it had something to do with a dinner party for 
some bug-eyed monsters from out towards the lesser Magellanic Cloud that had gotten out 
of hand. Anyhow, I netted the lump and with Horace still in tow, headed for the airlock. 
 
 Earlier I mentioned my disregard for the impedimenta of personal life-support. I 
could wander outer space attired only in my birthday suit if I chose. I will get to explaining 
it, but for now note that I get by just fine without breathing regularly, I can stroll through all 
but stellar-level fire without singeing an so much as an eyebrow, I reserved my long-johns 
for temperatures next to absolute zero, and most rays from alpha to omega give me at 
worst a little sunburn. 
 
 When I was still learning the ropes in the detective game I worked on old Luna as 
the Punkerton Agency’s “man in the Moon.” I was comfortable on the Moon whether it 
was 215º Fahrenheit with the sun overhead or —250º F. in the shade. (I used to get a 
charge shadowing Apollo astronauts for practice when they thought they had the place to 
themselves.)  
 
 I still know every crack and crater on Earth’s moon like the infinitely smoother, if 
somewhat insubstantial, topography of my beloved.) 
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 Speaking of my beloved, the origin of my tolerance to Mother Nature’s more hostile 
aspects was connected with my woman friend’s own remarkable talents. She was an 
emotion-laden topic, however, one I’d rather avoid for now. I promise to bring up the 
subject later, at an appropriate time.  
 
 I almost forgot to mention that I don’t actually need to eat or drink a single molecule 
to keep going, though I sure as taxes got hungry all the same. I was eagerly anticipating 
some asteroid stew to squelch those persistent if unnecessary, hunger pangs. 
 
 Inside the ‘Pot I forked over the stew-chunk to the robot chef and dragged Horace to 
the spare bedroom. After I plopped him on the bed I checked his vital signs again. He was 
out like a light, but his pulse and breathing were strong and steady. I stripped the geezer 
and utilized some ultrasonic gadgets to clean him, tossed his duds into the incinerator. I put 
some boxer shorts and an oversized t-shirt on him and tucked him in. Horace was sound 
asleep; busy stacking Z’s so left him there. Later, when he was feeling up to it, we’d have 
another, more in-depth discussion. 
 
 Ultrasonics are handy, but I prefer old-fashioned H2O. I headed for the showers. I 
kept the Stupot’s inner atmosphere Earth-normal and 69°F. mostly for the sake of 
nostalgia. I could adjust it to accommodate any sort of miscellaneous metabolism in the 
case of extraterrestrial houseguests. By the time I got back to the kitchen with all the 
micrometeorite dust soaped off and fresh duds, the ‘Pot’s atmosphere was filled with the 
fragrance of simmering stew. A bowl was waiting for me in the breakfast nook with some 
slices of Aldebaran cheese and freshly baked bread. I snatched a cool dark brew from the 
fridge and dug in with every intention of devoting my entire being to the meal, but images 
of fierce eagle-eyes and flapping golden wings kept intruding on the screen of my 
consciousness. 
 
 A little later I was back out on the Stupot’s surface measuring the memory of golden-
speckled hawk eyes against the marbled magnificence of Jupiter. The Trojan asteroids were 
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a little off the beaten path Beltwise, but the view was worth it. I should explain for the 
benefit of planet lubbers that the Trojans were two loose clumps of asteroids captured by 
Jupiter’s greedy gravity, sharing the gas giant’s orbit –one group 60° ahead of the 
monster planet’s orbit relative to the sun, the other 60° behind. The Stupot had its own 
propulsion unit; I could situate it anywhere I wanted to and lately that meant the Trojans 
(sometimes called the Patroclus group) that were tailing, detective-like, Jupiter’s stately 12-
year passage around the sun. I often came out here and drank a beer and watched Jove 
hog the sky, becoming hypnotized by the brown, ochre, white, cream, and red swirls 
squirming and slowly shifting until the Big Red Spot seemed to be staring back at me. Then 
I’d know it was time to call it quits and grab some shut-eye. 
 
 

 
 This time I didn’t get that far. I tried to plot my course on this latest “Homeless” 
Horace Goduvski job. Until I pumped my client for more background, there wasn’t much to 
go on. Not that I had much faith in Horace being able to clarify matters. I remembered him 
in the cab, screaming at the comet and I thought, “Yep, this guy has gone way out of 
orbit.” That was before Horace had suffered his momentary bird-change. I hadn’t imagined 
it, it had happened. So what did it mean? All I had to go on was a gut-level feeling that 
Sally’s Comet was a part of this mess. That, and a name: Seth. Whoever he was, he didn’t 
number among my acquaintances –if he was in fact someone and not just a name Horace 
had made up to personify his own paranoia. 
 
 Usually when stumped I checked in with my pal and invaluable know-it-all, Norbert 
the Wiener. According to my pocket chronometer, by Terran North American Central 
Standard Time, Norbert would be enjoying his daily romp in the park, cleverly disguised as 
a normal canine. He wouldn’t be in his asteroid laboratory for another couple of hours. 
 
 For lack of any other plan, I opted to mosey over to “Aphrodite’s Ear-Hole,” the 
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infamous bar on Asteroid Eros, over in the main Beltway. Lots of weirdoes and friends, and 
beings who fit both categories hung out at the “Hole.” Many was the time I’d gotten a lead 
or three just keeping my ears open at the Ear-hole. Besides, they served a tasty stout. So I 
opened up the garage hatch and climbed in to warm up the “Stewedbaker,” a mish-mash 
of mobile machinery named obliquely after its creator, a drunken Martian mechanic who 
owned a little bakery shop in the underground mall below the Martian volcano, Ascreaus 
Mons. Tanked full and rarin’ to go, the ‘Baker and I headed toward the Beltway. I didn’t 
worry about leaving Horace at home. The ‘Pot was a virtual fortress and I had 
programmed the security system to keep Horace from leaving while I was gone. The 
security system could be very persuasive in that regard, so I confidently gave my attention 
to piloting the ‘Baker among the countless rocky clods in the orbiting maze of the Asteroid 
Zone. 
  
 Like protagonists in an old video game we were always just a reflex away from 
obliteration by collision. On the way we surprised one of those “mythological” types I’d 
mentioned, free-floating among the stony flotsam. He was a one-eyed giant, last of the 
Cyclopes brothers, and his huge single eye stared back at the ‘Baker and me with 
uncomfortable intensity as if he were contemplating an after-dinner snack. He just stared 
though, and we sped onward. 
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 I was lucky to find a parking place on the Eros lot. The Hole was a popular club and 
spaceships of every make were sardined together. After hopping out of the ‘Baker I 
whispered “Shazam” and the voice-code automatically locked her up and triggered her 
somewhat more modest version of the Stupot’s security system. Then I headed for the 
throbbing neon glow that marked the Ear-Hole’s entrance, which appropriately was in the 
shape of an enormous human ear. 
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 Entering Aphrodite’s was always a bit of a shock. Half a dozen different 
atmospheric combinations competed with each other, carrying a wild variety of stenches 
peculiar to a wide variety of beings. The pungent aromas of a dozen different smoking 
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mixtures, of varying degrees of potency, compounded the haze. Once you got past the 
olfactory confusion there was still a bewildering barrage for senses to sort: nightmare forms 
and clashing colors and the garbled cacophony of alien speech, laughter, cries of fear and 
sadness, bellows of rage, and other audible expressions of less humanly fathomable 
emotions. Not quite swallowed by it all was a thin thread of clean and complex music. 

 
 I clung to that warbling thread and wound my way through the crowd, waving 
meanwhile at Squark, the talented, ten-armed bartender. Squark gave a tip of the tentacle 
salute and drew me a dark one while simultaneously serving six other customers. Beer in 
hand, I waded towards the bandstand. Incredible sounds were coming down! A young 
Terran cornetist who’d somehow found his way to the Belt was trading fours with the ghost 
of Charlie Parker. Bird and the kid were being backed up by some little orange guys from 
over in the other Spiral Arm. The orange guys were surrounded by crazy gadgets, 
presumably their instruments. Whatever they were, the sounds were directly from the 
Nirvana hotline. 
 
 (Maybe I should mention that there were a number of spots in Sol’s system notable 
for attracting the shades of the departed. Aphrodite’s Ear-hole was one; the darkside of the 
Moon was another.) 

 
 After the first set I got to chatting with an old pal who was one of the few sentients 
sensitive enough to dig the sounds instead of gabbing and gulping. His real name was a 
long string of humanly unpronounceable syllables. Everyone just called him Eyesaur. 

 
 Eyesaur was the last dinosaur extant. When he got loaded he loved to talk about 
the long-gone civilization that had ruled the Earth for almost thirty million years. His 
description of bygone friends and colleagues was at odds with current Terran 
paleontology, but according to Eyesaur, what humans didn’t know about dinosaurs could 
easily fill the Library of Congress. The way Eyesaur told it, his particular species, a variety 
of tyrannosaur as yet unknown to Earthling science, had created a highly advanced 
culture. This sapient saurian society both respected and protected the world’s ecological 
and aesthetic integrity while developing beyond current human advances in science and 
technology. His people had been on the verge of space exploration when disaster struck 
with the force of more than 10,000 megatons of explosive. 
 
 Eyesaur himself had been orbiting the Earth in a spacecraft of his own invention 
when an asteroid, lead astray by some unpredictable perturbation of gravitational forces, 
had plowed smack into the hapless Earth, vaporizing part of the world’s seas, setting of 
world-wide fires that raged for weeks, and throwing up so much ash and soot in the air that 
the sun’s ray’s were largely blocked for many months. Between the earthquakes, the fires, 
and the dramatic deep-freeze drop in temperature that ensued, the dinosaurs, intelligent 
and otherwise, were totally wiped out. Orbiting above, grieving Eyesaur had a box seat 
on the entire tragedy. 
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 That was some 45 million years ago, but it hadn’t been long enough to heal 
Eyesaur’s psychological wounds. Eyesaur had given me only little glimpses of his personal 
history, post-apocalypse. He had traveled throughout the Milky Way aimlessly until he met 
up with some supermenchen from another galaxy who bestowed upon him through some 
undisclosed process the gift (curse?) of immortality. With infinite time on his hands, Eyesaur 
began a systematic search for another compatible culture into which he could put down 
roots. So far, no luck. Every couple of hundred years he would come back to the Belt to 
rest a while before he resumed his quest and it was on this last layover that I met him. 
 
 I looked up at the old fellow, towering some twelve feet above me. The giant 
dinosaur’s face somehow conveyed a kindly, world-weary expression. His 
disproportionately tiny forearms gestured expressively while he spoke. The total effect was 
comic if you didn’t mind quaking with fear while you laughed. That night at the Ear-hole he 
seemed nervous. It was unusual, to say the least, to see a behemoth like Eyesaur nervous. 
 
 I finally had to ask, “What’s eating you, old lizard?” 
 
 Eyesaur took a swig of his martini and brought his enormous head close in a 
confidential manner. Now I was nervous! We’d been friends for years, but the sight of 
those glistening rows of six-inch incisors was daunting all the same. 
 
 “I may have a case for you, Stuart,” he whispered, his whisper threatening to 
dislodge my chapeau. 
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 “When it rains, it pours,” I opined. 
 
 “I suppose that is one of those moronic human aphorisms,” Eyesaur grumbled. “I 
have reason to suspect that someone is planning to catapult another asteroid into a 
collision course with Earth. While I couldn’t care less what becomes of your species of 
destructive little apes, I confess I still have some affection for the planet that spawned me. 
Someday, I may even go back to visit a while, if the poor planet’s still there, that is.” 
 
 “Let me know when you do,” I suggested. “The pandemonium you’d create would 
be worth watching. Probably better than Godzilla vs. the Smog Monster.” 
 
 “Really? I do so hate scenes. But in any case, back to the matter at hand, the 
destruction of Earth –in the unlikely event that you are capable of having any positive 
effect with regard to preventing another catastrophe, I am willing to retain your services at 
your customary exorbitant fee.” 
 
 “Relax, tightwad. If it’s the existence of earth that’s in question, the fee is on me. 
After all,” I pointed out. “I’m a son of Terra too. What makes you think someone’s going to 
conk “de Eoith” with an asteroid?” 
 
 “ A macabre conversation with a certain sinister someone in this very locale lead to 
this admittedly outrageous suspicion.” Eyesaur paused to refill his cocktail glass from a ten-
gallon pitcher. It took a lot of booze to give a ten-ton saurian a buzz. Meanwhile my 
mind’s eye was gaping horrified at images of havoc created by an errant asteroid 
clobbering the Earth head-on. Scientists had said such an event was bound to happen 
sooner or later even without outside instigation. Evidence indicated a number of such 
impacts had occurred in the past though the magnitude of the collision that had killed 
Eyesaur’s kith and kin was thankfully rare. I imagined the mega-bomb-like blast, the 
earthquakes, the tidal waves, the worldwide fires, the “nuclear winter” effect as Eyesaur 
had described it, all of which might kill everything even without an all-out nuclear free-for-al 
among panicky nations. I didn’t care for the picture and gratefully snapped my attention 
back to Eyesaur’s reassuringly ugly green mug. 
 
 “He was a repulsive sort of creature,” Eyesaur was saying. 
 
 “Who? Oh yes, the ‘sinister someone’ you mentioned. 
 
 “Please try to penetrate your usual mental fog, Stuart.” 
 
 “Sorry.” 
 
 “As I was saying,” Eyesaur resumed, “this bounder was a bit in his cups, I think. He 
was talking rather loudly to no one in particular that he ought to bombard a certain planet 
overrun with a diseased race of incurable neurotics. Naturally, I assumed he was referring 
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to Earth –no offense, old ape. Normally I wouldn’t waste any concern on this sort of 
barroom braggadocio, but there was something about this chap, a genuinely malevolent 
aura about him, that lead me to take him seriously. Frankly, he’s not the type I’d like to run 
into on the darkside of anywhere.” 
 
 Coming from Eyesaur, this was saying something. I watched him meditatively 
cleaning his dagger-like teeth with a toothpick the size of a tent stake and remembered that 
Eyesaur was a convert to vegetarianism who thrived chiefly on soy burgers. Something was 
twisting my guts and it wasn’t the thought of soy burgers; an indigestible little notion had 
just blossomed in my brain and was sending unpleasant messages to my intestines. 
 I had to ask: “Did you get the creep’s name?” 
 
 “As a matter of fact,” the grim green giant replied, “he called himself Seth.” 
 
 My sickening intuition had borne sour fruit. “Seth, huh?” I muttered. 
 
 “Quite possibly he’ll show up later and you’ll get a chance to scrutinize him. He’s 
been frequenting Aphrodite’s lately. You can’t mistake him if he does put in an 
appearance. He’s always dressed in the same moth-eaten black hooded cloak. His attire 
sets off his despicable pasty-white mask.” 
 
 “His mask?” 
 
 “Yes,” Eyesaur confirmed. “The mask is a particularly ugly rubbery affair with 
features something out of Goya’s etchings in ‘Los Caprichios.’ God knows what sort of face 
it hides.” 
 
 I was telling myself that the universe was large, virtually infinite. It was undoubtedly 
lousy with dudes named Seth and this particular one, one who had inspired fear even in 
Eyesaur, needn’t have been Horace’s recycled assassin. But the warning didn’t take. My 
twisting guts knew the Seth under discussion was my target. 
 
 Eyesaur and I chatted a while longer, but broke up when the musicians began tuning 
up for the second set. I acquired another dusky beverage from Squark and claimed a table 
in a shadowed corner near the bandstand. 
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 The band was well into the second set and I was well into my third beer when visions 
of “her” began to well from the depths. The instrumentalists were wistfully caressing “Body 
and Soul” when she appeared. “She” was the one and only Astral Aura, the alluring 
alchemist who had changed my life forever with her warm gaze and a little potion she’d 
concocted called “Aquae Vitae.” Yeah, she’d slipped me a mickey, put the stuff in my beer 
while I was lost in her curves. That was some dynamite dose! I was in a coma for three 
days and nights, but when I came out of it I’d attained the special abilities I’ve already 
described. Astral’s elixir gave me the capability to live in outer space without life support. 
As my career in investigation expanded beyond Earth’s ecosphere, you can imagine what 
a help that was! 
 
 But it was a long time before I realized the possibilities that had opened up to me. I 
thought Astral had crossed me. I was too thick-headed and short-sighted to listen to her. By 
the time my gland-stormed brain had cleared a bit and I’d realized she’d acted out of love 
she was gone. She’d gone on to a higher plane –the 37th I think it was –the Plane of the 
Supernatural Department Store. She was up there, somewhere, strengthening her spirit in 
struggles against swarms of aspiring souls crowding metamorphosing corridors, dodging 
zombie mannequins and moving mirrored columns, picking up spiritual bargains left and 
right –bargains that only an elevated spirit like hers would recognize, blue-light specials of 
the soul. 
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 Her image swam before me then in the smoky, murky, half-light of Aphrodite’s Ear-
hole. I could never quite be sure if it was just my aching imagination that had conjured her 
or if she had actually manifested her wispy ectoplasm on this plane and was trying to 
communicate. It made for a difficult relationship. 
 
 “Is that you, Astral baby?” 
 
 The vision of inexpressible, semi-transparent beauty winked at me and seemed to 
beckon even as she began to fade. Warm lips brushed faintly against mine and a promise 
touched my heart –then she was gone. But before she vanished, she gestured significantly 
towards the bar. 
 
 The veil of my intoxicated senses slipped swiftly away. I turned toward the bar and I 
saw him. The time worn cloak and hood were just as described, but the face clinched it: an 
oversized pasty white rubbery mask with grotesquely bulging features. I don’t know how 
he made it seem scary; on anybody else it wouldn’t frighten a kitten. The worst thing about 
it was the way it shook as he quietly laughed to himself. 
 
 He was leaning on the bar as bold as brass, drinking tequila straight from the bottle 
–no lime, no salt, shoving the bottle lip into an unrevealing slot in the rubber mask’s mouth. 
There was no doubt about it. Seth had arrived and he was every bit as distinctive as 
advertised. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 
 
 Seth was some scary meatball! He carried an aura of imminent mayhem about him. 
Everyone in his vicinity dropped their voices, gave him a few furtive glances and then 
eased out of the picture, so that Seth was soon surrounded by a clearing ten feet in 
diameter in an otherwise packed nightclub. Bartender Squark, as blasé a citizen as you 
could find this side of the grave, visibly flinched from Seth’s almost silent laugh. All ten of 
Squark’s tentacles trembled as he placed another bottle of tequila on the bar. Seth just 
stood and drank and laughed. Whatever the big joke was, nobody seemed eager to share 
it. 
 
 The band packed up their instruments and stole away. Aphrodite’s Ear-hole was 
emptying fast. Before long it wasn’t hard to see that someone else was taking a keen 
interest in my mark. Across the room a big, burly, barrel-chested bozo in a patched and 
faded spacesuit was staring so hard at Seth I was surprised the back of the masked man’s 
head wasn’t itching. The bozo had a big lamp jaw with the sort of stubble you imagine is 
somehow permanently cultivated. A scowl chiseled on his puss said, “don’t mess with me.” 
He was so tough he was smoking a cigarette inside his old-fashioned fishbowl spacesuit 
helmet. Somebody should have told him that the Ear-hole’s atmosphere was more or less 
compatible with human metabolisms, but maybe somebody was going to until they saw the 
off-putting scowl. The cigarette was too big for the cramped interior of the helmet –it was 
bent halfway down its length by the curve of the helmet’s glassite faceplate. The suit’s 
ventilation system wasn’t quite handling the smoky overload and dirty ivory fumes coiled 
on the bozo’s face, sometimes almost hiding it entirely. But he was tough. His eyes didn’t 
even water. 
 

 
 A bottle in his stubby-fingered blue-grey hand, Seth was still chortling to himself. He 
looked like he’d be around for a while so I checked my watch and then got up to make a 
call, asteroid-to-asteroid. When I came back I strolled over to the big bozo. 
 
 So intent was the bozo on watching Seth he could hardly spare me glance. 
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 “Yeah?” was his grudging opening to our conversation. 
 
 I decided on the direct approach. 
 
 “I take it you’re interested in pug-ugly over there,” I said. “Looking for a date?” 
 
 “Huh? Blast off, sonny,” was his rejoinder. “I’m busy.” 
 
 “Now don’t be curt, Burt. I think we need to talk.” I moved directly in front of him, 
cutting off his view of Seth. 
 
 “Your buddy at the bar is busy with his bottle,” I pointed out. “In the meantime 
maybe we can share some mutually beneficial knowledge.” 
 
 The big lug’s scowl deepened, which I hadn’t thought possible –any deeper and his 
face would crack. Then a gleam of some rudimentary intelligence or emotion lit up his 
brow-shadowed eyes like the indicator lights on the Stewedbaker’s dashboard. He checked 
me over like he was trying to figure where to start carving the steaks. 
 
 “So who are you, smart guy and whaddaya know?” He flashed something 
analogous to a smile –anyway, it was full of teeth. 
 
 “I’m Asteroid Stu, how do you do? My client hired me to keep an eye on laughing 
boy there –the same guy you seem so fascinated with.” 
 
 “Asteroid Stu?” he sneered. “Ho! Ho! You got to be kidding!” 
 
 “So what’s your moniker, mister?” I shot back. 
 
 “I’m John Smith. Wanna make something of it, rock head?” 
 “What’s your interest in rubber head, space head?” 
 
 “Never you mind.” He added a growl to the scowl. “Just make sure you stay outta 
my way and keep your trap shut and while you’re at it, mind your p’s and q’s. I’ve been 
tailing this goblin for a month and I’m not going to let some phony Sherlock from this 
orbiting litter box queer the deal.” 
 
 “What deal, Monty? --I mean, Mr. Smith?” 
 
 “Just don’t worry your pointed head about it, ‘Asteroid Stupid.’ I can figure who 
your ‘client’ is –that burnt-out bum who stumbles around raving about a lot of loony 
garbage.” 
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 “You know Horace?” I inquired. “How interesting.” 
 
 “Interesting as doo-doo, space-face. I wasted a lotta time on that senile zero before I 
realized he was just out to lunch. You ought to stick him in some funny farm and then butt 
yourself out. Read me, stewed ass?” 
 
 The cigarette had fallen out of his mouth during this tirade and had rolled down 
somewhere in his suit where it was no doubt gently smoldering. As I said before, however, 
he was a tough guy. He didn’t bat an eye. 
 
 “It’s always a pleasure to converse with a scholar and a gentleman,” I got up and 
tipped my hat politely. “Would you happen to know where I could find one? I have to 
leave now, but don’t worry. I’ll keep in touch.” I leaned confidentially close to the bozo’s 
spacesuit sound receptors. “If I were you, Mr. Smith, I’d be careful playing tag with 
gruesome over there. You can never tell. He might turn out to be a tough guy.” 
 
 As I turned past a pillar on my way out I glanced back. “Smith” was cussing up a 
meteor storm and was pounding on his suit where the burning cancer stick must have 
lodged. He didn’t see Seth looking right at him from the bar and laughing harder. I gave 
the monster a point on my mental scoreboard. 
 
 Out in the parking lot the silence and the clean fires of the stars were a blessing. 
 
 Back in the saddle of the ‘Baker I blasted off and head in the direction of Norbert 
the Weiner’s asteroid laboratory. Before I’d had my chat with Mr. Macho I’d been able to 
contact Norbert on the laserphone. I’d outlined the case and Norbert had assured me he’d 
get some microchips in motion. I whistled a few bars of “Oo-Bop-She-Bam.” Things were 
looking up! I’d gotten a line on Seth and even my brief verbal waltz with Mr. Three-day-
beard had given me a few morsels of data upon which to masticate. Whatever “Smith” 
was after, he considered it too valuable to share. Seth was the key to it and the scowling 
spaceman wasn’t going to misplace the monster if he could help it. 
 
 Asteroid Stu was going to stick like glue to the both of them. Believe it or not, the 
best way to do that was to hightail it toot sweet to Noble Norbert! 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 
 
 The largest asteroid in the Zone was Ceres, which stretched some 500 miles on its 
longest axis. Ceres was completely covered by Re-noc-nixburg, the main settlement of the 
asteroid-roving species and an easy place in which to get lost. Wandering in its corridors, 
most of them burrowing within the rock, was like being trapped inside the alimentary canal 
of a creature with a thousand stomachs. I could testify to that first hand, having undergone 
that bewildering ordeal while on a case. 
 
 The Zone’s second-largest planetchunk was a mere 30 miles long, a rock Earth’s 
astronomers called “Pallas,” but everybody out here knew it as “Norbertland.” 
Norbertland was Norbert the Wiener’s laboratory and home sweet home. I made a 
dipping and weaving beeline for it and gently set the ‘Baker beside Norbertland’s main 
entrance, almost totally hidden in the shadowed rim of the asteroid’s largest crater. 
 
 Once through the airlock, a mournful cry came at me full-tilt through the intercom. It 
gave me a start even though I knew it was just ol’ Norbert up in his observatory, howling 
at some moon. Which moon depended on his aesthetic preference of the moment. It could 
have been Luna of Earth itself, or one of the satellites of Jupiter or Saturn, or even the 
moon of some world entirely outside of the solar system, but not beyond the reach of 
Norbert’s super-telescope. He might even have been howling at Bone, Norbertland’s own 
little satellite. One of the reasons Norbert had chosen “Pallas” as his base of operations in 
the first place was because it was one of the larger asteroids that had a companion moon 
orbiting around it. Yes, Norbert had a real thing about moons. 
 
 The walk to the observatory was always a delight. Beneath Norbertland’s barren 
space-scoured surface Norbert had crafted a gentle miniature world. Leaf-laden trees and 
shrubs, golden grasses and wildflowers were coaxed into swaying by mild zephyrs under a 
warm little artificial sun suspended motionless in a blue-bottle sky. The icing on the cake 
was a few cottony wisps of cloud floating serenely overhead. Gravity generators gave 
firmness to footsteps without dragging a body down. Norbert had fashioned a Never-never 
land of eternal summer hidden in the stony flotsam of the Asteroid Zone. 
 
 All too soon I reached the elevator to the observatory, artfully concealed in a hollow 
oak. Reluctantly, I turned my back on summer and sped upward. 
 
 The laboratories, the super-computer complex, spacecraft dock and solar generators 
were all just under the asteroid’s surface. The solar panels that collected the distant sun’s 
rays were deployed all over Norbertland’s surface, but were so artfully disguised as to be 
virtually invisible. Only the observatory proper poked its domed head through the rocky 
crust to stare unceasingly at the stars. Norbert met me at the enormous, 500-inch telescope 
in his usual style, jumping on me and nearly knocking me flat, slobbering all over me and 
wagging his tail like a friendly lightning bolt that couldn’t make up it’s mind where to strike. 
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 Norbert was in his standard space-ready form: a metallic armor covered his 
sausage-shaped torso and his spindly limbs had special leather-like coverings over his toes. 
His ears were more like oversized antenna than dog ears and the bulbous shape at the top 
of each stalk could unfold into a grasping hand. He had been designed and created by the 
Asteroid Zone’s preeminent mad scientist, Professor Ignatius Querp, alias  
I.Q., alias Dr. Dub, alias Benny the Beard. Norbert was a genetically engineered, 
cybernetically augmented dachshund, part beagle, and he rivaled even the crazy old 
professor in intelligence and ingenuity. Norbert had his personal force-field activated to 
protect him from the elements, or lack thereof, in the airless observatory. The force-field 
was only one of many hidden aspects of this wunderhund. Its operation was completely 
automatic, protecting him when needed, but shutting off when we entered the Earth-normal 
environs of the lab. 
 
 The lab was a complex of rooms fitted with all sorts of apparatus. Robots of various 
shapes and sizes rolled, crept, and levitated through the corridors. Norbert led me to a 
modest, comfortable room, carpeted and soundproofed, where the giant screen of the 
“Smell-O-Vision” was located. With only a little encouragement –a few scratches behind 
his ears –Norbert’s paws dashed through the sequence of operations that activated the 
mighty Smell-O-Vision sensors. 
 
 Norbert’s Smell-O-Vision was based on the well-established fact that a dog’s sense 
of smell can be thousands of times more powerful than a human’s. The quantity and quality 
of data obtainable through a talented canine sniffer provided a whole realm of 
information. When this data was magnified and augmented by Norbert’s electronics and 
supercomputer analysis, a remarkably detailed visual was provided. The S-O-V had 
frequently proved to be invaluable on many a case. In the celebrated “Case of the 
Murderous Manticores,” for example, the S-O-V had been able to reconstruct a visual 
simulacrum of the scene of a crime committed many parsecs away. Images of the victim, 
the suspects, and their recent activities had been displayed with crystal clarity and full color 
–all provided by a small sample of specially shipped manticore breath! (Of course some 
superior deducting by yours truly was needed to fit everything together and pinpoint the 
culprit.) 
 
 Norbert climbed into the nose-harness of the S-O-V and fitted his prominent 
proboscis with a bewildering array of electrodes. Positioned properly within the device, the 
dauntless dachshund (part beagle) requested the squeeze-bulb of scent I had surreptitiously 
stolen from the inner atmosphere of the spacesuit of the mysterious “Smith” at Aphrodite’s 
Ear-hole. I gently squeezed the bulb’s contents into the S-O-V’s intake manifold and 
Norbert’s wet, wriggling olfactory organ took a prodigious sniff. Lights began to flash 
frantically on the console as Norbert’s souped-up nose sent signals to the lab’s 
supercomputer input. 
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 The oversized screen above the terminal keyboard came to life. Shifting forms 
coalesced and there, large as life, was the spitting image of spaceman “Smith,” sputtering 
and cussing, pounding out the stray cigarette butt just as I’d last seen him at the Ear-hole. 
 
 The image was correlated with pertinent info in the vast data banks of the 
supercomputer, then forwarded directly back to Norbert’s brain via the electrodes. 
Norbert in turn relayed the news to me: 
 
 “His name is Idaho Ignatz.” 
 
 “Idaho Ignatz!” I exclaimed, “And he had the nerve to laugh at my name!” 
 
 Norbert continued, “He’s a notorious treasure-hunter, tomb-despoiler, jewel thief, 
and ne’er-do-well, wanted in several Terran countries for armed greediness without a 
license.” 
 
 As Norbert spoke, the image of Ignatz shifted spectrums, ranging from the IR to the 
UV and even passing through the BVD, giving us an x-ray of the scoundrel besides. 
 
 “Hang on,” said Norbert, snuffling in excited little snorts, “I’ll see if I can get a 
reading on his current whereabouts.” 
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 The image on the big screen swirled and reformed and we were watching Ignatz 
pilot a second-hand space cruiser. Ignatz’ now familiar scowl was concentrated on the 
image on his cruiser’s forward-viewing screen: Seth was hurtling through space on the back 
of some strangely shaped creature whose wings flapped furiously in airless space. The 
creature’s features were hard to make out; there seemed to be at least two heads, but it 
was traveling so fast even the S-O-V couldn’t clarify the thing. The apparition was 
approaching the darkside of a modest-size asteroid and creature and Seth were swiftly 
swallowed by inky shadows. 
 
 Surely the Smell-O-Vision was the Wonder of the Age. It even provided stereophonic 
sound. We heard Ignatz colorfully cussing as he scrambled with his ship’s controls to set up 
a landing. Soon he was cautiously disembarking, laser blaster in hand. He put the ray gun 
on it’s convenient flashlight setting, broad-beam, and in the dim artificial light thus 
produced he searched the asteroid’s cratered surface for some clue of Seth’s passage. No 
doubt he kept a sharp eye for multi-headed creature spoor. 
 
 Something must have grabbed his peepers (or soiled his space boots) because he 
suddenly set off over the darkling plain with obvious purpose. Only the dim cone of laser 
luminosity gave indication of Ignatz’ movements across the lightless landscape. Norbert 
fiddled with some dials to brighten the picture on the S-O-V and with some help from the 
infrared part of the spectrum we saw that Ignatz had halted before a cliffside cave, its 
toothless mouth a gaping hole of yet deeper darkness. Ignatz’ flashlight made not the 
slightest penetration into that stygian dark and even the wide-ranging sensibilities of the 
puissant Smell-O-Vision fared no better. Nonplussed, Ignatz paused. Then the bold 
adventurer ventured boldly within… 
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 …To be suspended in a murky grayness that was entirely featureless. Ignatz hung in 
a gray ocean of murk like a deep-sea diver full fathom five in Davy Jones’ locker, although 
the S-O-V’s instruments indicated the murk was neither liquid, solid, or gas. Ignatz kicked a 
moment, then stopped. 
 
 If his hesitation was the result of confusion, I could empathize. It was as if the cave 
entrance had opened onto a whole new world, a murky nowhere land. No floor, no 
ceiling, no up or down, not to mention no stalagmites or stalactites, no signs posted, no 
helpful tourist information booths. Worst of all maybe, there were no greenly glowing 
“EXIT” signs. What there was, was murk, heaping helpings of it. 
 
 Ignatz suddenly became more energetic. He swung around playing his light in all 
directions, obviously hunting for the cave mouth. But all about him lay only murk, murk and 
more murk. How can you relate to murk? He wasn’t the only one who was puzzled. 
Norbert spun dials and tapped furiously on the paw-sized keys of his special computer 
keyboard, whined a little, and finally announced meekly that the best estimation he could 
make of the murk was that it represented “clouds of slumbering possibility.” He looked so 
uncomfortable with this pronouncement that I didn’t ask him to elaborate. 
 
 I was beginning to wonder if Ignatz was beginning to wonder if he was trapped in 
murk until his spacesuit’s air gave out, and which arbitrary direction he would choose to 
start heading in, and if he was going to resist pushing the panic button, when a eerie 
greenish glow began to glimmer. 
 
 It didn’t look particularly like an “EXIT” sign, but at least it suggested something 
other than undifferentiated murk, so I wasn’t surprised when Ignatz triggered his 
spacesuit’s mini-jets and propelled himself glow-ward. 
 
 For a long time Ignatz jetted through the gray, chasing the glow. I made use of 
Norbert’s sanitary facilities to “freshen up.” One of Norbert’s robots made us some 
popcorn and got me a cold dark beer from the lab’s fridge (Norbert was a thoughtful 
host). By the time I resumed my seat in front of the S-O-V, nothing had changed. Ignatz 
jetted, glow glimmered. 
 
 Finally, however, the glow started to perceptibly intensify. Eventually there was 
some suggestion of an oval, apparently the light’s source. Distance was difficult to judge 
under these conditions. It seemed Ignatz was almost hovering on top of the oval when I 
realized we were looking at a mass still hundreds of yards away, possibly the size of a city 
block. 
 
 My eyes were still struggling to make sense of it when two gigantic eyes opened in 
the green oval and stared back at me. Bulges grew and spread and formed features and 
wrinkles until we were staring at a dead ringer of Seth’s ugly rubber mask. 
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 The face laughed its unliving uncanny laugh, a laugh with dead mask-eyes that 
didn’t change. A dark slit gaped blackly open in the mask-mouth. Wider and wider it grew 
and Ignatz began to sink rapidly towards that menacing cavity. He resisted this 
development energetically, jets full on reverse and limbs thrashing about in an admirable 
display of muscular force, but to no avail. Inexorably Ignatz was drawn to the abyss. 
 

 
 
 On the brink of engulfment, however, the gargantuan goblin-face vanished. In its 
place was a being as exquisite as the rubber-head had been grotesque. She was a green-
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eyed blonde, shapely, sexy and sultry. She wore a diaphanous robe that didn’t disguise 
her body’s delectable curves. In other words, she was an eyeful. 
 
 Something told me she was also phony. She looked more like some wet-dream 
illustration on the cover of a sleazy pulp novel than a genuine human. 
 
 Apparently the murk functioned fine as a medium for the knock-out, even though 
Norbert’s sensors clearly showed it was as airless as it was object-less. That didn’t impede 
the doll’s speech a bit, because the buxom beauty spoke in crystal clear, although 
incongruously bass tones: 
 
 “Hi, big boy. Wanna dance?” 
 
 Having just escaped doom, Ignatz was now encountering a dish. The Smell-O-
Vision’s gadgets indicated his pulse was pounding. Nevertheless, the spaceman didn’t stray 
from his hard-boiled persona. Or maybe in his own perverse way he wasn’t ignoring his 
glands when he leveled his phallic-shaped blaster at her writhing hips. 
 
 “OK, babe,” he growled softly, slightly lifting an eyebrow (the left one) to give the 
seductive siren the full effect of his rugged handsomeness –or was it handsome 
ruggedness? “Where’s the Egg?” he demanded. 
 
 “Huh?” her words were slurred as if she was drunk with desire, or booze, or 
perhaps both. She swum closer and the blonde bombshell –or was it bombed blondeshell? 
–stroked certain spots on Ignatz’ spacesuit and sensuously smeared her crimson lips 
against the soldier-of-fortune’s helmet faceplate, leaving a greasy blur of lipstick. The inside 
of the faceplate wasn’t as clear as it had been; a steamy fog was forming. Ignatz’ cool was 
thawing fast, but he strived gamely to carry on. 
 
 “Spill it, sweetheart,” he added a touch of iron to the growl, “Where’s the Egg? –
the Big Bird’s Egg?” 
 
 “On ‘Sesame Street,’ maybe?” she tittered. 
 
 Ignatz grabbed a smooth bare arm and squeezed fiercely. “Can the comedy and 
deliver the goods, babe,” he roared. “Where’s the Egg?” 
 
 “Don’t talk of eggs, you fool!” she moaned huskily –or husked moanfully? “Take 
me, you hunk!” 
 
 Ignatz crushed her against him perhaps wondering, “What now?” His spacesuit 
being necessary as it were, and also necessarily impeding any increased intimacy, he 
could only stare impotently at the voluptuous vixen’s taunting smile. 
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 Ignatz stared, his brain racing on idle (according to the comprehensive 
instrumentation of the S-O-V), unable to find a fast lane through the blockades around his 
thwarted libido. As he stared, the nymph’s smile changed. The starlet-face melted and ran 
like wax and the rosy-lipped smile became a mocking bony skull’s grin –the ivory grin of 
death! 
 
 Yet another metamorphosis had occurred and it was only the warm-up! The ivory 
skull turned blue-gray, the bubbled out into a rubber monster mask. Seth stood in the 
sexpot’s place, laughing his soft wheezy laugh. 
 
 “Guess I fooled you!” the shape-shifter chortled. 
 
 “Phooey!” Ignatz spat his disgust, making yet another mess on his already misused 
space-helmet’s visor. “Y-y-you b-big phony!” he stammered in his rage and with a sudden 
lunge he tore at the laughing villain’s mask. The piece of rubber came off with Ignatz’ 
touch like rotten flesh. The whole mask crumbled to reveal –Idaho Ignatz! But just as 
quickly the doppelgänger disappeared and there was –nothing! 
 
 Where there should have been a head there was only an eye-searing blackness that 
pulled at Ignatz and threatened to suck him into its infinite depths, erasing him utterly from 
existence. 
 
 “Great Scott!” exclaimed Norbert, “it’s an actual Schwarzschild singularity, a true 
black hole!” 
 
 “No!” screamed Ignatz as he shriveled and dwindled and shrank into the black 
depths, “No!” 
 
 “Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg
gggggggggggggggggggggggggghhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
h!”  
 
 His blood-curdling cry threatened to overload even the state-of-the-art Smell-O-Vision 
speakers with its desperate force. 
 
 Then the screen went blank and there was only silence. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

 
 
 Back in my bunk in the Stupot my private eyeballs were wide open as I lay in bed, 
searching the ceiling as if for clues. I thought I was ready for a consciousness time-out after 
all the current activity, but sleep was slow to come despite all the brain-numbing beer 
bubbling through my bloodstream. Just when I thought I’d had a real hook on this Seth fish, 
the line had snapped. The Missing Deity might know what had happened to Idaho Ignatz, 
but I sure didn’t and Ignatz was my only link to Seth. 
 
 Seth wasn’t the only bird who’d flown the coop. When I got back to the Stupot from 
Norbertland, everything had seemed to be perfectly in order. Except when I peeked into 
the spare room to confirm my guest was peacefully slumbering, I got a surprise. Horace 
was gone. My vaunted security system had flopped. The best it could do was show me a 
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rather peculiar video of Horace’s departure. At least it laid to rest any doubt about 
hallucinating hawks vis-à-vis Horace. It clearly showed Horace transforming into a huge 
golden hawk, then flying right through the ‘Pot’s titanium steel walls as if they were 
permeable taxi membranes. (I wondered why the taxi wall had stopped him before –had 
its temporary impermeability just caught him off guard?) Cameras on the Stupot’s surface 
showed him emerging like a ghost from the hull and flying off into airless void like no real 
bird could. I played the video in slow motion at least forty times. It showed the same thing 
every time. What in the cosmos had I gotten myself into? 
 
 Questions, questions. What was that “Bird Egg” Ignatz had been so keen to locate? 
–something a bit more precious than your usual breakfast morsel, I reasoned. 
 
 Seth was a crucial character in this caper. Who was that masked man, anyway? He 
was a mysterious spook: would-be assassin of vanished Horace Goduvski, potential 
pulverizer of Earth by means of a massive asteroid missile according to Eyesaur and 
presumed disposer of Idaho Ignatz. If Seth hadn’t actually murdered Ignatz, he’d sure 
pulled a wowser of a disappearing act on the macho moron. Seth was a lulu, all right, a 
shape-shifter extraordinaire and a living black hole to boot! Maybe I was slipping. I should 
have guessed that only a black hole could have guzzled all that distilled mescal juice like 
Seth had back at Aphrodite’s. 
 
 All of Norbert’s gadgets and all of Norbert’s brains had failed to find Idaho Ignatz 
again. Norbert had never run into such a puzzle before; it was as if Ignatz had ceased to 
exist, alive or dead. We even pulled out Norbert’s electronic Ouija board to try to raise 
Ignatz’s ghost, but still no go. 
 
 Norbert sniffed over every component of his apparatuses and growlingly confirmed 
it was all functioning perfectly. His big brown eyes glazed over in deepest cerebration, but 
to no end. For once the great mathematician’s calculations added up to nought. He was 
finally reduced to rolling over and showing me his belly, puppy-lingo for “I give up.” 
 
 He had to hurry to his Earth home then. Norbert led a double life. Disguised as a 
normal dog, he lived part of the time with a typical Terran family. It now was almost 5 p.m. 
in his suburban family’s frame of reference. No matter how dire the situation, no matter 
how crucial the experiment, no matter what exotic delicacies were in the fridge on 
Norbertland, Norbert never missed his Alpo. He headed into his instantaneous matter 
transmitter and beamed down right on schedule. Indubitably one of the greatest scientific 
and engineering accomplishments of the age, Norbert had devised the matter transmitter 
merely to insure that he could commute to the Asteroid Zone without any danger of missing 
din-din back on Terra. Norbert was a genius, but he was all dog. 
 
 My sleepless noodle, no match for Norbert’s, but highly valued by me nonetheless, 
was digressing, but I was too tired to do anything but let it run free. 
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 I thought about Norbert’s origin, in the laboratory of the Asteroid Zone’s other 
famous and eccentric scientist, Professor I.Q. Rumor was that the prof had created a 
number of cybernetically-enhanced genetically engineered wunderhunden. Norbert was 
the only one I’d ever seen, though. The mysterious scientist lived in seclusion in his 
simulated ivory tower, which usually floated way out past Neptune. Norbert and he 
continued to keep in touch, though, and although I’d never met the recluse, I had actually 
done a few sleuthing jobs for him, with Norbert as liaison. I wondered if the Doc would 
have any way of locating Ignatz or Seth? 
 
 By now Norbert was back on Earth, in his normal dog disguise, having long since 
gobbled up his dinner, probably peacefully snoozing before a fireplace. I was on my own, 
just me and my pickled brain, tossing and turning, trying to scope out what to do next. If 
only I had a lead to Seth’s asteroid hideaway and its doorway to the wonderful world of 
murk! 
 
 The Zone is quite a spread, inclusive of a big fraction of the entire area between the 
orbital pathways of Mars and Jupiter. The entire Earth by comparison was a marble on the 
Indianapolis auto racetrack. Sometimes I’d have to ask Norbert how many trillions of 
square miles the Belt actually covered; in the meantime I’ve already noted that there were 
ten million or so asteroids in the Main Beltway at last count. That was quite a haystack in 
which to find Seth’s hangout and the S-O-V, despite all its powers, had not provided a 
solitary clue. 
 
 So I tossed. And I turned. When sleep finally decided to make an entrance, it 
brought along a vivid dream to keep it company –or was it a dream? Suddenly there was 
alluring Astral, floating ethereally above the bedpost. She beckoned. 
 
 “Stu! Oh, Stu-oo!” Her throaty voice throbbed directly in my brain, bypassing my 
ears. My eyes tried to focus on her slender, elfin form. A nimbus of silky, semi-transparent 
hair showed glints of copper color. Her vaguely oval face at times suggested a sort of light 
cream complexion. Distant glimmers in her possibly large eyes hinted at a new-penny hue 
that may have matched her hair. Her almost certainly full lips were kind of quasi-rosy and I 
guessed that her smile was totally disarming, that is, if it were ever fully revealed. A 
gossamer gown woven of moonlight helped to confuse her form, which I have deduced, 
through evidence other than purely visual, to be utterly entrancing. 
 
 She may sound nebulous to you, but to me she was the girl of my dreams. 
 
 “Sweetie!” I exclaimed (or maybe only dreamed I exclaimed). “How are things on 
the 37th plane of the Supernatural Department Store?” 
 
 “Oh, I’m beyond that old thing now,” she corrected. “I’m on the 41st, the Plane of 
the Ultimate Celestial Flea-Market! Oh, Stu! You should see the transcendental bargains I’m 
picking up for next to nothing!” 
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 “I’m sure you are, shrewdest of sorceresses. Any special marvels you need to crow 
about?” 
 
 Astral’s ectoplasmic eyes might have sparkled as she replied, “As a matter of fact, 
I’ve found an item which may relate to your current case.” 
 
 “How did you even find out about my latest case?” I countered. 
 
 She giggled charmingly. “I have my ways, Stu.” 
 
 “I’m sure of that, gorgeous! So tell, me what have you turned up?” 
 
 “First fill me in on everything that’s happened since you left Aphrodite’s.” 
 
 “Hmmm. Evidently you aren’t omniscient anyway,” I commented, and I gave her a 
summary, highlighting the events depicted on Norbert’s Smell-O-Vision: Ignatz chasing Seth 
to the asteroid, the cave mouth gateway to the land of murk, the giant Seth-head, the 
dialog with the blonde, and the climax featuring Seth’s transformations culminating in a 
black hole that swallowed up Ignatz. 
 
 “Listen,” I added. “Do you really think this Seth guy could be some kind of living 
personification of a black hole?” 
 
 Astral pondered. “That’s highly unlikely,” she decided. “Such a being would be an 
actual god of destruction. Don’t be too sure that you’ve seen the truth. This Seth is 
probably a powerful sorcerer and illusionist.” 
 
 In matters of magic, alchemy, and spirituality, I am particularly inclined to accept 
Astral’s opinions because she knows whereof she speaks. I repeated my request to 
enlighten me on this bargain from the Great Flea Market in the Sky. 
 
 “Well, there was this incredibly hideous ashtray in the shape of a goat’s head,” 
Astral related with relish, “and I thought, my stars! Who could have ever tolerated such a 
perfect piece of rubbish? But it was giving off all these peculiar vibrations –simply reeking 
with sinister significance.” 
 
 “A sort of occult white elephant?” I ventured. 
 
 “Yes! So I got curious and did a little haggling with the Angel of the Market. Got it 
for just a few ergs of astral energy, actually, and then I carried it back to my Sanctum 
Sanctorum.” 
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 Astral paused and gave me what was probably a lovely little smirk because she 
thought she had me on pins and needles since I was obviously, as they say, all ears. The 
real reason for my rapt attention was esthetic. I was noting the arch of her delicately furred 
eyebrows. Astral’s ectoplasm often blurred and fuzzed like the picture on an antique TV. I 
had to keep alert for periods of relative clarity and enjoy them when I could. When she 
caught on to the intent behind my total absorption, her smirk softened, I think, into a smile, 
but her voice definitely held a note of reproach: 
 
 “Oh, do listen, silly Stuart. This is important! My tests conclusively confirm that the 
goat’s head ashtray was a ceremonial relic of the Secret Society of Boogarians.” 
 
 “Boogarians, my flower?” 
 
 “Yes, Boogarians: a pseudo-religious cult of supposedly strange powers and mystical 
knowledge devoted to the worship of the archetypal Soul-Swallower and Lurker-in-the-
Dark.” 
 
 “Lurker, my love?” 
 
 “Yes!” she exclaimed. “Lurker on the Edge of the Unknown –the malevolent, hidden 
Monster always peering from the most impenetrable Heart of Shadow, the Being Seldom 
Seen, but always palpably thriving in our deepest fears, the Unspeakable Creature whose 
existence is scoffed at by our reasoning minds even as our bodies quake with dread. I 
speak of that Legendary Horror well known to the most ancient anthropoid as well as 
every child now living. I refer to none other than…the Boogeyman!” 
 
 Astral wound up her spiel by making a scary face, at least I think that’s what she 
was doing. It was most likely a flop. I was still reasonably confident, from what details I 
could make out, that she was a complete cutie-pie. 
 
 “Boogeyman, my beauty?” I questioned politely. 
 
 “Yes!” 
 
 “Incredible. But tell me, sweetheart, what in the ever-lovin’ dark-eyed universe does 
the Boogeyman have to do with this blankety-blank case I’m on?” 
 
 “I don’t know, Stu, but you can bet your bottom cabbage leaf there is a connection. 
My tests are virtually infallible.” 
 
 “I trust your tests implicitly, my dear. I’ve never known you to lay an egg where 
magic was involved. Do you have a line on the whereabouts of Boogarian headquarters, 
by any chance?” 
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 “Let me see. Just a sec.” Astral began fishing around in her gossamer gown, which 
gave me a profound urge to do likewise, but I restrained myself for the time being. Finally 
she pulled out a dark little sphere with a number eight painted on one side and a round 
little porthole on the side opposite. 
 
 “Oh, Magic Eight Ball,” she intoned. “Do You, in Your limitless wisdom, know the 
location of the Secret Society of Boogarians?” In Astral’s ectoplasmic hands even the most 
childish toy might become a powerful sorcerous device. She shook the thing, then stared at 
the little window expectantly. I looked over her only partially opaque shoulder. Words 
floated up slowly through inky fluid. 
 
 “Yes.” was the Eight Ball’s unspoken reply. 
 
 “Now it gets tricky,” Astral whispered confidentially. 
 
 “Oh, Mystic 8-Ball,” she chanted, “8th Wonder of the World, impart but a particle of 
Your vast knowledge: relate to me the address of the Boogarian Society.” 
 
 “Better not tell you now,” was the Ball’s eventual reply. 
 
 “Damn!” Astral muttered. “Oh Most Round and Spherical Sage, can you tell me 
soon?” 
 
 “Yes,” came the voiceless answer. 
 
 “Oh, Great Ball of the Number Eight, can you tell me now?” 
 
 “No,” sayeth the ball. 
 
 Astral bit her fleshless lip, but kept her cool.  
 
 “Oh, 8-Ball, when can you tell me.” 
 
 The inscrutable Ball’s reply drifted ever so gently to the surface of the little window. 
“Ask again later,” it advised. 
 
 Astral’s ectoplasm gained an undeniable, if rather transparent shade of scarlet. She 
growled her next request. 
 
 “Oh, Perfect Piece of Excrement, give me that address now or I’ll smash your rotund 
little body into ten billion fragments and mop up your inky internal fluids with Spic ‘n’ 
Span!” 
 
 The Ball’s response was perceptibly speedier this time: 
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SECRET SOCIETY OF BOOGARIANS 
1313 College Ave. 

Blossomburg, IN 47401 
(800) 131-1313 

 
 
 “Blossomburg!” I exclaimed, “My home away from asteroids!” 
 
 “Thank you, oh Orb of the gods,” said Astral sweetly and tucked the 8-Ball back into 
her gown. “You need a special knack for questioning an oracle, you know.” 
 
 That gave me an idea. 
  
 “Say, sugar, could you work your wiles on the Ball and get me any info on the 
current location of Horace Goduvski or Idaho Ignatz?” 
 
 Astral gave it her best shot, even threatening to hold the Ball over a Bunsen burner 
until its ink boiled, but no dice. 
 
 “Sorry, Stu. No can do. 8-Ball is genuinely ignorant on this score, but there’re a few 
other things I try back at my place. I bet Seth reeks of heap strong magic and powerful 
sorcery leaves strong traces. I’ve got a hunch that Ignatz is suspended somewhere in that 
gray murk and that the black hole routine was just for dramatic effect. My notion is that 
most of that murk is under a no-time/no-place spell that removes it entirely from the 
universe. That would explain why Norbert’s Smell-O-Vision couldn’t sniff Ignatz out. But 
I’ve got an elegant little clairvoyance spell that just won’t quit. Maybe I can pin-point 
Ignatz and spring him by magical means.” 
 
 “Sounds good,” I agreed, “but don’t mess with Seth, OK?” 
 
 Astral nodded solemnly. “Horace is another case altogether,” she said. “He could 
be anywhere, but there again, he must be a powerfully magical creature underneath his 
street person persona. His movements should leave magical traces too. I’ll check.” 
 
 “And while you’re busy conjuring, I’ll take a little trip to Terra. The Boogarians of 
Blossomburg don’t know it yet, but they’ll soon be welcoming a new member into their 
fold.” 
 
 “But first,” I added, “Why don’t you float a little closer?” 
 
 “I thought you’d never ask,” Astral purred. Her gossamer gown slipped off her and 
floated gently to the floor where it paradoxically crashed loudly. For an immaterial being, 
Astral always carried enough stuff tucked away in hidden pockets to sink a battleship. 
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 I wasn’t thinking of that, however, as I gazed on my love’s somewhat more revealed 
form. As she pressed her silky warm, if a bit ghostly, skin against me I wondered again if it 
was all a dream or hallucination or if it was really Astral in the un-real flesh. Then I was too 
occupied to worry about it. All that mattered was that she didn’t do one of her all too 
frequent fade-outs. 
 
 But you don’t need to know the details, so on that note, dear reader, for purposes of 
privacy, please insert a quick fade-out of your own. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
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 Dreams of joy sheathed me in glorious peace until sleep snuck out the back way. An 
abrupt attitudinal change occurred at that point; I awoke alone and naked in an empty 
bed, not even so much as the slightest depression in the mattress beside me to offer 
company or testimonial, at least, to former companionship. I was the one with the 
depression. 
 
 Extremes of temperature don’t faze me, as I’ve said. The Stupot’s inner climate 
registered at 68° Fahrenheit. All the same, I felt as cold as Pluto’s icy crust. 
 
 I sighed, then gathered myself together, lifted the resultant amalgamation off the 
bed, and headed it toward the shower. Enveloped in billowing steam I reflected that Astral 
was about as truly graspable as the bleary curtains of watery mist surrounding me. 
 
 Perhaps it had been all a dream –the conversation with the 8-Ball, the Boogarian 
address, the plans and all the delights that had seemed to come after. But I had to check it 
out. I was going to go to Blossomburg regardless. 
 
 Melancholy was somewhat abated by breakfast –buckwheat cakes with butter and 
honey –and I carried my second cup of coffee to the Stewedbaker and sipped as I selected 
the pre-programmed trip coordinates for the autopilot. While the warp drive warmed up I 
transparentized the ‘Baker to better appreciate the view. 
 
 --The stars! But I’ve already sung those lyrics. 
 
 On my way again, savoring coffee, suspended in stars, I felt my soul healing a bit 
from the wound of loss. The ‘Baker and I plunged through the crazy wild-eyed giant of the 
void, the medium of emptiness full of everything, including all the tiny specks we call 
worlds. We fell headlong through the unknown and I dug every light-minute. We streaked 
past Sally’s Comet, now on its closest approach to the Zone on its sunward trip. Even ‘way 
out here the sun’s distant rays had started to light up Sally’s long glowing tail plumes. 
 
 I was about then that I heard the roar. 
 
 Now the vacuum of space abhors sound; it won’t have anything to do with it –every 
little space cadet knows that, although the sci-fi moviemakers always forget it on purpose. 
All the same, the roar, evidently ignorant of natures’ no-no’s, roared on. It wasn’t coming 
from the ‘Baker’s purring engine and it wasn’t coming over the radio, but it was filling my 
ears and mind and even making little expanding circles on the surface of my coffee. It was 
impossible and it was getting louder every second. 
 
 Did I call it a roar? It was that and more. It was an intense expression of outrage 
and hatred and lust-to-kill all concentrated in a single overwhelming vocalization. If 
Hollywood could have packaged that sound they would have had a complete horror flick 
without special effect gore or ghastly make-up. 
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 The lights on the dashboard winked and blinked. They said the source of that 
impossible yodel was a body continuously changing size and shape and coming up fast. 
That sound had me sweating, I admit. My nerves of steel were melting like wax, running to 
collect in my gut, there to alchemically change into lead. My mood was not sociable. I 
kicked the ‘Baker into high gear and floored the accelerator, but the thing kept gaining. It 
wasn’t long before the noisy UFO was close enough for me to get a good eyeful. 
 
 I’ve mentioned that among others, the Belt was home to creatures mythological, 
refugees from an Earth whose pragmatic, unromantic and swarming humanity had turned 
the planet into an inhospitable habitat. An old centaur had tried to explain it to me once. 
Mythological creatures, he’d said, required an atmosphere of incredulity to function 
properly, and for the past millennium, the Asteroid Zone had been a nexus of improbability 
that suited mythological types far better than the Earth of today. The screamer that was 
bearing down on me was one of those beings from the old hoary myths: a Chimera. 
 
 Talk about improbable! I’d run briefly across the Chimera in the past and he’d 
always impressed me as a highly suspicious character. Even in such a group of bizarre 
creatures as the mythological, the Chimera came across as just too unlikely a mixture. How 
can a goat, a lion and a dragon possibly make up any sort of unity? Maybe that was why 
even up close the creature was hard to make sense of. 
 
 He was certainly getting close enough that I could get a close view. I took 
advantage of my point of observation despite my trepidation: I gawked. 
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 The three heads seemed to shift their positions even as I looked, the three necks 
changed length unceasingly. Limbs sprouted and dwindled. Leathery dragon wings 
changed their shapes and sizes with every flapping motion although of course there was 
no air for them to push against. 
 
 Only the heads themselves were constant in appearance: an oversize shaggy-maned 
lion’s head, a bronze-scaled dragon head spouting acid-green flames and almost lost in the 
shuffle, a scraggly bearded goat head with curving ebony horns and an expression, not of 
death-dealing rage like its companion heads, but one of calm and placid equanimity. 
 
 Goat-face to the contrary, there was little doubt that the roaring beastie was 
displeased. I wondered how I had given offense. I hadn’t included the Chimera on my 
Christmas card list, but that seemed an unlikely cause for such ire. 
 
 Before I could think of a more likely reason, the flying nightmare came right 
alongside the Stewedbaker and the goat head addressed me. I couldn’t make out a word 
of it; the roar emanating from the lion head’s impressively large and fanged oral cavity 
was still at full power and making my eardrums throb. 
 
 “Shut up, Curly!” the goat’s tenor lifted somehow over the cacophony and the lion’s 
roar subsided. 
 
 “We don’t know how you did it, but we think you are somehow involved in a plot to 
thwart us,” goat conversed in an everyday conversational tone, but lion punctuated this 
statement with a brief roar and dragon spit curlicues of flame. 
 
 Not having the knack of airless speech, I broadcast my reply over the broadband 
setting of the ‘Baker’s radio transmitter. 
 
 “I don’t believe we’ve ever been formally introduced. My name is Asteroid Stu.” 
Just because I was a hard-boiled private eye didn’t mean I didn’t have no manners. “Your 
fellow parts seem to be upset about something. Maybe they should compose themselves 
and write me a letter. I’m very good about answering all my correspondence.” 
 
 The Chimera evidently read my response loud and clear because goat-head 
immediately replied, “I’m afraid we have a more direct approach in mind. You see, from a 
recent conversation we’ve had with a mutual acquaintance, a Mr. Ignatz, we have reason 
to consider you a threat to certain crucial undertakings with which we are currently 
involved.” 
 
 “I’m glad we’re having such a nice little talk, but I’m having trouble following you. 
Perhaps a little more information would be helpful,” I suggested. “What undertakings, why 
a threat and why would you believe anything that boob, Idaho Ignatz said?” 
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 “I also enjoy a good chat, Mr. Stu, but I’m rather pressed for time at present,” said 
goat. “Let me express myself rather curtly, but to the point. Somehow you are behind 
Ignatz’s escape, but that doesn’t matter. What does matter is a certain client of yours. The 
only thing that can insure your survival in the next few minutes is to tell us the current 
whereabouts of the individual you know as Horace Goduvski.” 
 
 “What do you want with Horace, mish-mash?” I inquired. 
 
 Having focused my attention on the goat face, I was a bit taken back when lion 
head growled at me in more-or-less intelligible speech, “Enough of this pussyfooting! I’m 
going to tear that space jalopy of yours into little teeny bits and then give you more of the 
same!” 
 
 Not to be left out, dragon-breath chipped in a sinister sibilant soprano, “Perhaps-s-s 
it would be bes-s-st to roas-s-st this-s-s s-s-small s-s-simian over a s-s-slow flame until he s-s-
spills-s-s the beans-s-s.” 
 
 “Don’t you know better than to mix your metaphors like that?” I reprimanded. I was 
s-s-stalling. 
 
 The goat yawned lazily, then abruptly barked, “Get him!” 
 
 The conglomerate creature had reached a consensus. It leapt on the ‘Baker’s hood. 
A huge scaly hand smashed right through the reinforced plexi-metal of the windshield and 
flexed cruelly curved claws right under my nose. 
 
 “Just a second, six-eyes,” I temporized, “Suppose we discuss this matter calmly…” 
 Oblivious to this wise suggestion, another powerful paw was preparing to follow the 
example of the first when suddenly something shot by, dive bombing the Chimera and 
tweaking the goat’s nose in passing. All three heads roared at the intruder. The clawed 
paw withdrew from under my schnozz and the ‘Baker’s systems sealed up the hole in my 
windshield almost instantly. Massive limbs swished through space like starlight, green 
dragon flame flared, the goat sputtered and spit, but the newcomer had flashed past. On 
his next fly-by he whizzed right under the monster’s belly and landed a solid jab to its 
midsection. This time I got a better look at this clobbering comet: he sported a funny helmet 
and a nifty black leather jacket. The helmet was bullet-shaped with three big irregular 
ovals, presumably for eyes and mouth. The expression it suggested was rather melancholy, 
rather like a crude mask of tragedy. A wide leather belt with a complex-looking buckle 
encircled his waist and smack in the middle of his shiny leather-coated chest was a metal 
box with two sets of dials. On his back were a couple of streamlined rocket tubes, the 
source of his impressive propulsion. 
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 This last observation jogged my memory. He was a dead ringer for “Rocket Man,” 
hero of yesteryear whose exploits were chronicled in old movie serials. Fighter of the good 
fight, spoiler of many a nefarious plot, he had given way many years ago to a plethora of 
more fashionable, spandex-sporting superheroes. He’d been living a reclusive retirement in 
the Zone for as long as I could remember. What had suddenly set him rushing to my 
rescue? 
 
 If I’d thought the Chimera was angry before, I was mistaken. Now he was angry! He 
was literally glowing with rage, smoke pouring out of all three pair of ears, dragon flame 
now white hot and giving the radiation counter on the ‘Baker’s dashboard fits. On his next 
pass over, Rocket Man came within a lion’s whisker of becoming fragmented organic 
flotsam. I had to hand it to him. He had guts under those silly duds. He was circling back 
for yet another strafe. 
 
 Meanwhile I was getting fed up with my role as a passive spectator. The ‘Baker 
wasn’t outfitted with any artillery and likewise I didn’t carry a heater. I wasn’t that kind of 
shamus. Guns never solved problems; brains were the right tools for the job. It made for a 
good theory anyway. I will admit to wishing briefly for a high-powered disintegrator 
around which to wrap my sweaty palm, but then I reflected that the ‘Baker wasn’t entirely 
defenseless. While the Chimera was nearly chasing its own heads in an effort to scrap the 
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scrappy Man of Rockets, I quietly rotated the ‘Baker and pressed a button that sent a 
double-barreled blast out her neutrino exhaust tubes and right into the Chimera’s three 
frenzied faces –a blast of sneezing powder! 
 
 Amongst all the apparent flouting of natural law that was continually –and presently 
–taking place around the Belt, to which I admit I’m a full-fledged contributor, old-fashioned 
Newtonian physics still retains a stubborn validity, even when applied to mythological 
impossibilities. I quote the Encyclopedia Asteroidia, p. 342, to wit: “…to every action there 
is always opposed an equal reaction.” In outer space, relatively free from the constraints of 
gravity, this classic principle can be most effectively demonstrated on a free-falling body. 
The Chimera was a case in point. Every sneeze produced by each of its noses, three in 
sum, resulted in an equal and opposite recoil. Since the sneezes (despite the already noted 
lack of atmosphere) were exploding like a rattling machine gun from each set of nostrils 
and in all directions, the Chimera was spinning and jerking all over the place, tying itself in 
knots, completely out of control. That even such an unnatural creature was to some extent 
subject to natural law was a most gratifying reassurance, especially under the 
circumstances. 
 After I had feasted my eyes on this sneezing spectacle for a bit I wanted to thank 
Rocket Man for his timely, not to mention potentially life-saving diversion, but in old-
fashioned heroic style, he just gave me a high sign and jetted off. Instead of following I 
elected to get on with my mission. I’d have to catch up with Rocket Man later and 
supplement my thanks with some pertinent inquiries, like: how did he happen to be flying 
by just then and why did he instantly take my side in the altercation with the Chimera? 
 
 Speaking of inquiries, just what in the ever-expanding universe was that 
“Chimerical” encounter all about? Why was Horace so vital to the Chimera’s “crucial 
undertakings?” How did the creature come to know and converse with the missing Idaho 
Ignatz? 
 
 For the present I set the fresh batch of questions, just out of the oven of my brain, 
heated by current events, on the back shelf of my mind to cool with all the others already 
there. Those back shelves were certainly getting crowded, but I had a date with 
Blossomburg, U.S.A. Besides, I had no way of knowing how long that dose of powder from 
the Acme Novelty Co. would keep the Chimera doin’ the Jerk. 
 
 As I sped through space I noticed the ‘Baker’s windshield showed no signs of the 
Chimera’s unfriendly intrusion. The ship’s self-healing program had already made it good 
as new. 
 
 Accelerator floored, I engaged warp drive for a mini-jump to rendezvous with the 
distant blue marble with the deceptively inelegant moniker of “Earth.” 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
 
 

 I came in on the night side of Terra, all radar deflection screens up so I wouldn’t set 
off WWIII. I eased into the dangerous, oxygen-rich atmosphere carefully, cutting the 
‘Baker’s speed dramatically. Despite my precautions I almost creamed a passing satellite 
and I might have inadvertently busted something inside. At least, the ‘Baker’s computer 
seemed to think it started spouting gibberish after we near-missed it. Sorry about that, 
taxpayers. We dropped lower and lower. Tokyo’s bright lights came in view and then we 
were whizzing over the Pacific. When ‘Frisco flashed by shortly thereafter I slammed on 
the brakes. By the time St. Louis was below we had slowed to a rate comparable with 
conventional passenger airlines. By the time the ‘Baker and I crossed the Mississippi we 
were traveling right leisurely, not much faster than a hot air balloon. 
 
 It was about that time Astral showed up, completely unannounced and unexpected. I 
was so surprised to see her (or to sort of see her) that I forgot I was hurt about her abrupt 
departure (if it hadn’t all been a dream) the night before. Actually she looked kind of done 
in, as pale as a ghost as they say. She told me she’d gotten around some extremely potent 
spells of Seth’s and she’d managed to free Idaho Ignatz from the masked man’s clutches. 
She also said she’d kept from tipping her hand so Seth was unaware of her part in Ignatz’s 
escape and had no clues to track her down or even identify her. 
 
 But the effort had wiped her out and she’d been unable to keep track of Ignatz. I 
was going to give her a blow-by-blow of my encounter with the Chimera, but she was 
already fading fast. She gave me an appealing wink, which like the Cheshire Cat’s smile, 
lingered a little after the rest of her had vanished. 
 
 By then sleepy little Blossomburg was beneath me. Just before dawn I floated gently 
to the curb of Quirkwood Avenue in the heart of slumbering Blossomburg. I was confident 
my arrival hadn’t been observed and I hadn’t been tailed by any mythological or other 
beings. The Stewedbaker was a hot little hot rod at present, glowing a lovely cherry red 
color by virtue of atmospheric friction. Whatever mysterious metal that mad Martian had 
used to construct her hull cooled quickly, however, and soon she looked merely like a 
rather strangely customized, but otherwise unexceptional auto parked on a small town 
street. 
 My gaze traveled aimlessly over the familiar lines and forms of Blossomburg, 
gradually clarifying in the growing light of sunrise. It seemed like ages since I’d touched 
down here although it had only been about a year and a half. B-Burg was a tiny little 
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southern Indiana town known for the cream colored limestone carved from the many 
quarries circling her outskirts. The only other feature that distinguished the town from others 
in the region was the huge state university campus, Blossomburg State University, or 
B.S.U., as it was otherwise known to both detractors and supporters. B.S.U.’s student body 
was three times the size of the town’s indigenous population and many of the townspeople 
resented and even despised the comparatively well-to-do students, even as the merchants 
profited by their easy spending. During the course of the school year the place was lousy 
with fresh young faces. My visit coincided with the Christmas holiday break, however, so 
the young-uns had deserted the campus for their parents’ homes or more exotic 
vacationing spots. 
 
 B.S.U. held special memories for me. It was the college I had dropped out of. I 
visited the Earth seldom anymore, but when I did, a stopover at Blossomburg was 
mandatory. I had special friends here. 
 
 Just then I spotted a special friend strolling down Quirkwood heading for the “B-
Burg Beanery” for breakfast, just like I’d expected. I caught up with him at the door. 
 
 “Lefty! Long time no see,” I clichéd. 
 
 “Well, Stu! It came from outer space!” Lefty beamed and gave me a hug that bent 
my ribs into a smaller circumference. Lefty was a sight for space-scoured eyes. He had a 
bushy, untrimmed mustache and the matching vaguely blonde hair on his head all the way 
down to his sacroiliac, barely kept in bounds by a multicolored, beaded headband. He 
wore a pink and orange paisley short-sleeved shirt beneath only a scruffy denim vest even 
though the weather was near freezing. His jeans were so faded they only suggested the 
color blue, more as an abstract concept than as an identifiable hue. His eyes, on the other 
hand, were such a deep blue that if you stared at them too long, you’d exhaust your 
retina’s blue-sensitive cones and be blue-blind for a week. 
 
 If there hadn’t already existed a concept of “good karma,” it would have been 
necessary to invent it to describe Lefty. Lefty was in a continual, unruffable state of Total 
Cosmic Enlightenment. He radiated love and peace. It was a positive pleasure just to bask 
in his presence. Without out a doubt he could have topped the charts in Big Time 
Gurudom. He could have had devoted followers throwing themselves at his feet, having fits 
of rapture at his every yawn, giving him all their worldly possessions. He could have been 
sitting pretty on a pile of moohlah, but he didn’t want the aggravation. Instead, he washed 
dishes at a student hangout to make the few bucks he needed. He took careful, perhaps 
even extreme measures to avoid getting a reputation as an “awakened soul.” For 
example, he let it be known that he watched “Gilligan’s Island” reruns and enjoyed Big 
Macs. That chased away most would-be followers before you could say “Maharishi 
Mahesh Yogi.” 
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 Speaking of Big Macs, by this time my stomach let me know a second breakfast 
would be welcome and I joined Lefty at a table inside. After a grumpy young waitress took 
our order, we shot the bull a little, but saved the bulk of the beast for later. The Beanery 
served the world’s best scrambled egg breakfast with home-style fries and baked-on-the-
premises whole wheat bread, lightly toasted and served with old-fashioned apple butter. 
 
 Satisfying grub behind our belts, Lefty and I took a short conventional-style auto ride 
in the Stewedbaker to the town’s periphery and Lefty’s secret swimming hole, an old 
abandoned quarry fed by crystal-clear underground streams. A sizable wood hid the 
submerged quarry. The trees were winter-bare and we followed suit, stripped and took a 
tip in the not quite frozen water. I’ve already explained that my own indifference to 
temperature was due to alchemical transformation, but I couldn’t explain Lefty’s 
nonchalance. He was just like that, blithely doing the improbable regularly. I don’t think he 
could have survived in outer space without a spacesuit, but I’m not really sure. Bona fide 
miracles did have a habit of occurring in his vicinity. I remembered the time we saw a 
unicorn in nearby Rosewood State Forest –the only mythological creature I’d ever 
encountered outside the Belt. Then there was the time the B.S.U. music school dean, a 
notorious fuddy-duddy, droning on to Lefty about the required forms and prerequisites 
needed to take a cello course Lefty wanted, suddenly went wide-eyed and grinned. 
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 Lefty had never gotten into the class (there’s only so much you can expect from a 
miracle), but he’d mastered the cello all the same, along with the piano, the baritone horn, 
the clarinet, and a half dozen other instruments. When he wasn’t stacking plates at the 
“Ladybug Café,” where he worked, he was usually playing in a local chamber-jazz group 
who called themselves the Seven Seals. 
 
 He updated me on the group, his job and some of the many varied friends to whom 
he devoted himself while we sat on broad slabs of weather worn limestone in the inconstant 
winter light. Lefty played pick-up basketball at  
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the B.S.U. gym nearly every day of the year and regularly took bike trips out to little 
greasy spoons he’d discovered in neighboring villages. We sat in the pale winter sunlight 
and talked and listened to bare branches rattle with the random puffs of the meandering 
wind. 
 
 Finally we had dried in spite of the sun’s hide-and-seek game with the clouds and we 
donned our duds. The cold air had a special tang to it and the silence that accompanied 
the branches’ irregular percussion was a precious planetary music. 
 
 After a good long dose of the stuff, I filled Lefty in on my latest oddball case. Lefty 
had a way of listening that made you listen to yourself. You could hear all the fear, 
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egotism, embarrassment, laughter, love, joy, whatever, in every word. When I had played 
out the whole story I felt cleaned out. The clutter of data and unrecognized feelings had 
been put in some order. The cobwebs had been swept out of my mental attic and the 
emotional spiders had shrunken and fled. I was ready and eager to get back on the case. I 
asked Lefty if he knew anything about the Boogarians, not really expecting an answer. 
 
 “Oh, sure,” he replied. “One of my friends at the Ladybug belongs, her boyfriend 
too. Want to meet them?” 
 
 “You bet your malted milk balls I do,” I affirmed and was rewarded by a slight 
wince. Malted milk balls were one of Lefty’s few genuine weaknesses and I loved to rib him 
about it. 
 
 Lefty said his co-worker was just finishing her shift at the 24-hour greasy spoon and 
we might be able to catch her before she left the restaurant. So we backtracked to the 
‘Baker. To save time, I took her up above the clouds before setting her down on the 
highway just outside town. 
 
 I got a little careless and a guy in a jacked-up pickup truck spotted us coming out of 
the sky. He nearly ran right off the road. We slowed down to see if he was OK, but he 
took off like the devil was on his tail. 
 
 We were just driving up in the back alley behind the Ladybug Café when a frizzle-
haired young woman stepped out the back door. 
 
 “That’s her,” said Lefty. 
 
 Somebody else was already meeting the woman and Lefty identified him as the 
boyfriend. We climbed out of the ‘Baker and ambled over to the pair. 
 
 “Hi, Pearl. Hi, Rob. I want you to meet an old pal of mine from outer space. This is 
Asteroid Stu. Stuart, this is Pearl Gates and Rob Graves.” Lefty gestured at me and added, 
“Stu’s interested in this wild and wooly cult you two weirdoes belong to.” 
 
 “Glad to meet you, Stu,” said Rob and emphasized his sincerity with a firm but 
friendly handshake. 
 
 “Why do they call you ‘Asteroid’ Stu?” was Pearl’s opener. “Are you really from 
outer space?” 
 
 “Ha. Ha. Lefty’s just a joker.” I gave Lefty a narrow glance. The guy was habitually 
truthful; it was disgusting. “Actually I was born in the small town of ‘Asteroid,’ Arizona. The 
town of Asteroid was founded near a memorial to Edgar Ceecay, the only person ever to 
have been verifiably struck by a falling asteroid. He never knew what hit him.” 
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 “Really?” asked Pearl. 
 
 “Yes,” I rambled on, my B.S.U. education showing itself. “Every year the town holds 
an Asteroid Festival. Townspeople dress their kids in paper-maché asteroids and march 
them out to old Edgar’s grave and stick flowers on it. Then everybody goes to the high 
school gym and dances to Elvis Presley records.” 
 
 “Hey, that sounds wild,” Rob said, grinning sincerely. 
 
 “Only after midnight, then they start playing Elvis Costello. But enough about me,” I 
artfully steered the conversation back to my investigative interests. “How about a lift 
wherever you’re going. You can tell me all about Boogarianism on the way.” 
 
 Pearl giggled and Rob grinned and all things being agreeable the four of us piled 
into the ‘Baker. As we drove past the Blossomburg courthouse I looked up and verified that 
the old weathervane was still in place. Instead of the usual rooster or arrow, the 
Blossomburg courthouse weathervane was in the form of a golden fish. It always lead me 
to imagine the whole of B-Burg resting on the bottom of an imaginary inland sea, mer-
people swimming in and out of the windows like oversized goldfish. 
 
 I shook my head, trying to vibrate my brain back to the present. Pearl and Rob were 
chattering about some dippy movie currently playing and ladling their critical review over 
Lefty with a somewhat patronizing air. They both seemed to have a condescending attitude 
toward Lefty, which would have puzzled me more if I hadn’t run into it before. I think it 
came from a smug and entirely unjustified conviction that Lefty was “out of it” –just too 
weird to be grounded in reality. Because Lefty didn’t play the “I’ll let you impress me if you 
let me impress you” game, they had come to the conclusion that he didn’t have enough wit 
to figure out the rules. I guessed that they had arrived at that conclusion because Lefty 
made it readily apparent that he liked people without requiring any emotional 
reimbursement. In Pearl and Lefty’s shortsighted view, this made Lefty naïve. 
 
 I butted in and reiterated my request for insight into Boogarianism. 
 
 “Well, it’s all about Cosmic Love and trying to reach a higher spiritual plane,” Pearl 
explained, and I had to stifle a wistful thought of a certain higher-plane inhabitant lest I get 
distracted again. “The Big Booger,” she continued, “who’s the High Priest, reads from the 
sacred text, the Holy Boogle, and then we all participate in the secret ceremony. It’s really, 
really beautiful.” 
 
 “Gee,” I offered. “Anything to add to that testimonial, Rob.” 
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 “Well, I haven’t attained nearly the degree of insight that Pearl has,” he modestly 
demurred. “I’m mostly in it to make sure that she doesn’t become the Big Booger’s love-
slave,” he gave Pearl a smirk. 
 
 “Oh, cut it out, Rob,” Pearl tittered. 
 
 “Where in the wide world does the ever-lovin’ Boogeyman come in?” I asked. 
 
 “Well, the Boogeyman symbolizes the Necessary Evil in all of us,” Pearl patiently 
elucidated. “See, we have to recognize this aspect in ourselves, face it and even worship it 
to subdue it and expel it from ourselves.” 
 
 I couldn’t resist inserting, “That makes sense,” but my sarcasm was fortunately lost 
on Pearl who rolled earnestly on. 
 
 “Yes, Perfect Sense. And with the Boogeyman exteriorized and exorcised from our 
beings and set up on his proper Throne as a Necessary Force contributing to the Dynamic 
Balance of the Universe, we, His Worshippers, are freed from all Evil. Freed of all Evil we 
can do no wrong, but can only be Agents of Harmony and Good.” 
 
 “God, you’re so sexy when you talk like that,” panted Rob. 
 
 “Gee,” I reiterated, simulating awe. “How does one get included in all this –this 
wondrous mystery? Could I possibly –Do you think that I could ever attend one of your 
sacred ceremonies?” I worked hard to put some semblance of humility in my voice. 
 
 “Sure, Stu,” beamed Pearl. “Boogarianism isn’t for everybody and an involved 
screening process is usually mandatory for admittance to our rites, but I’m pretty high up in 
the hierarchy,” she confided. “The Big Booger trusts my judgment. I’d be glad to sponsor 
you as a proto-acolyte. But you must swear never to reveal to an unbeliever the Secret Rite 
of the Boogeyman or risk consignment for Eternity to the 89th Hell of the intestine-chewing 
Blue Demons with the Orange Neckties.” 
 
 “I hate neckties. Cross my heart and hope to die,” I lied. 
 
 “OK,” agreed Pearl, solemnly evaluating my sincerity. “Then you can come to the 
Ceremony tonight. Bring twenty bucks for the collection box.” 
 
 “Swell.” As I pulled up to the curb on East West Street where the duo dwelled, I 
peered hard at the reflections of their fresh young faces in the rearview mirror. Pearl’s 
visage was all awash with the idealistic fervor of a true believer. Rob, however, had a hard 
little smile that seemed to suggest a divergent point of view. I wouldn’t expect any sane 
person to swallow the swill Pearl had been serving, but I didn’t care much for his looks all 
the same. 
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 We said our goodbyes amidst promises to meet again that evening at eight in front 
of the Boogarian Lodge. My good luck was uncharacteristic and almost as difficult for me 
to believe as all that Boogarian bull, but I figured I might as well go with the flow, y’know? 
 
 Next Lefty and I stopped at another great B-Burg institution, “Delilah’s Deli,” for 
some sandwiches and a six-pack. We smuggled the food and our dark beers into a B.S.U. 
music practice room on the edge of campus. Lefty tinkled the ivories and munched and I 
munched and listened. Soaked in soulful sounds I willingly forgot about everything until the 
last note hung delicately on the air and faded leaving an intangible wholeness that 
lingered in the silence. 
 
 When my attention drifted to the big clock on one of the little room’s walls, my 
peace was abruptly shattered. A quarter to eight –I’d have to dash for the Boogarian 
bash! 
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CHAPTER NINE 
 
 
 I waved to Lefty as I ran out the door and tumbled into the ‘Baker. I gave her the 
gun and got to 1313 College Avenue with seconds to spare. Right on cue Pearl and Rob 
strolled up. They took me inside the rambling limestone lodge to a little chamber off the 
main hall lined with curtained dressing rooms. From a big closet they handed out get-ups 
and we split to dress. I got a baggy purple robe and a mask both subtle and tasteful in its 
design: a green-faced hobgoblin with three eyes the size of teacup saucers. I rejoined my 
guides and admired their attire also. Pearl had a scarlet boar’s head with paired 
chartreuse tusks jutting from a slobbering mouth. Rob’s mask was a much more mundane 
vampire face with a lustful leer and bloodstained lips. 
 
 Thus properly outfitted we returned to the main hall and followed it to a small 
auditorium whose focus was a little raised stage. The stage was bare except for an old 
lectern supporting a big leather-bound book in the center of the stage with a small table 
alongside. The lights were dim and I noted that all the boogeymen masks were faintly 
phosphorescent. There must have been thirty-five or forty other kooks seated around the 
stage in purple flowing robes and glowing Halloween masks, each one uniquely hideous. 
 
 The gargoyles comprised a quiet crowd, with an anticipatory air. Presently the lights 
got dimmer still and a fellow in a scarlet robe came on stage to the accompaniment of 
some eerie electronic music, something out of Morton Subotnick, soundtrack for the film, 
“Forbidden Planet.” 
 
 Red-robe had a real switcheroo of a mask. It was a blank-eyed face reminiscent of 
Greek art –a sort of blank-eyed Apollo. I wondered if that meant the guy under the mask 
was a real ogre-puss, by some sort of reverse logic. 
 
 “That’s the Big Booger,” whispered Pearl the warthog. In a lifetime of ridiculous 
experiences, one of the top forty most ridiculous was hearing a girlish, reverent whisper 
emanate from a bright red pig face. 
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 The Big Booger lifted his arms and a hush fell over all. He approached the lectern 
and opened the great tome resting upon it. 
 
 “As it is written in the Holy Boogle,” his deep voice intoned, “so shall it be spoken: 
Fruit Cake!” 
 
 “Fruit Cake! Fruit Cake! Fruit Cake!” echoed the crowd. 
 
 “In the Book of Recipes,” BB read, “Chapter One, Verses 8 to 42, we read:  
  And the Boogeyman was in the Thirty- third Hell 
  Where the Inhabitants consigned to that place 
  For the great many evils  they had committed 
  Are condemned by Cosmic Fate 
  To have the appearance and form, 
  The taste and the feel,  
  And yea, even the smell 
  Of rotten food!” 
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 “Rotten food! Rotten food! Rotten food!” I could tell this guy had the rubes in the 
palm of his hand. 
 
  And rotten above all was that Very Fiend, 
  The Perfect Master of Evil,  
  The Hideous Harbinger of Fear, 
  The Despoiler  of All Joy, 
  The One and Only Woefully Begotten Boogeyman! 
 

 “Boogeyman! Boogeyman! Boogeyman!” chanted the fervent assembly. 
 
  And the Great and Mighty Boogeyman 
  Was a Fruit Cake! 
 

 “Fruit Cake! Fruit Cake! Fruit Cake!” This beautiful ceremony was beginning to get 
on my nerves. 
 
  And the Fruit Cake was Rotten! 
 

 “Rotten! Rotten! Rotten!” The ceremony had stopped “beginning” to get on my 
nerves and was virtually stomping on them. 
 
  Yea! A Mighty Rotten Fruit Cake was Our Lord! 
  And He rose from the Kitchen of the Thirty- third Hell 
  On the Fifth Day, st inking to Heaven! 
  And He appeared to His Disciples and He said: 
  “Behold! A Rotten Stinking Fruit Cake am I! 
  Look upon Me and take in My Mighty Odor 
  And I will  be with you!” 
  And so the Disciples did,  
  And smelled of the Boogeyman to the fullest 
  And a Great Sickness came upon them, 
  And they prayed for Relief!  
  Then were they all Violently Sick! 
  And Behold! 
  A Great Peace did come upon them! 
  And They were fi l led with Joy! 
 

 “Joy! Joy! Joy!” 
 
  And the Disciples declared it  was a Miracle! 
  And the Boogeyman left Them 
  And He ascended above the World, 
  Rising through many Planes of Existence 
  Until He finally came unto His Great Throne 
  In the Great Gray Nothingness of Boogeyland, 
  And He took with Him 
  All that was Stinking and Rotten! 
  And the World was Purified of Evil 
  And the Disciples saw and They were Glad 
  And They said: “Let Us make a Sacrifice 
  To remind Us of this Great Miracle! 
  Let Us Sacrifice a Fruit Cake!” 
 

 “Fruit Cake! Fruit Cake! Fruit Cake!” was the by now predictable response. 
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 The Big Booger gently closed the Holy Boogle and stepped away from the lectern, 
slowly walking to the small table. The anticipation rising from the crowd was now thick 
enough to slice and serve like –well, fruit cake. From his red robes, the priest pulled a small 
brown object and held it triumphantly above his head for all to see. 
 
 “This is the Sacred Fruit Cake!” he exclaimed. 
 
 “Fruit Cake! Fruit Cake! Fruit Cake!” 
 
 “Shall we Sacrifice this Fruit Cake?” 
 
 “Yes!” roared the crowd. 
 
 “Shall we Sacrifice this Fruit Cake to Our Lord?” 
 
 “Yes!” 
 
 “Shall we Sacrifice this Fruit Cake to Our Lord?” 
 
 “Yes!!” 
 
 “Shall we Sacrifice this Fruit Cake to Our Lord, the Boogeyman?” 
 
 “YES! YES! YES!” 
 
 “Let us pray,” and as the priest bowed his masked head the costumed 
congregation’s heads bobbed down in unison. 
 
 “Oh, Boogeyman” entreated the Big Booger, “Trouble us not! Take from us this 
Perfect Fruit Cake and invest it with all Thy Rottenness and Stinkingness! Better It than we, 
oh Great and Awful Boogeyman! That’s all!” 
 “That’s all!” the believers confirmed in chorus. 
 
 Then the Big Booger pulled a white plastic garbage bag from his gown and dumped 
the fruit cake within. 
 
 “With this Sacred Twist-tie I seal Thee, Fruit Cake, now Most Sacred Garbage of the 
Mighty Boogeyman. May Thee Rot in Peace,” and he dumped the bag on the stage floor. 
 
 “Thank you, friends,” concluded the Big Booger in a considerably less portentous 
voice. “Potato chips and diet-cola will be served in the Fellowship Hall. Lights, please.” 
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 I heard a distinct click, but the dark got perversely deeper. A sickly green smoke 
began to billow from the garbage bag and thickened swiftly, filling the stage. None of this 
seemed to please the high priest, who leapt off the stage as though poked with a cattle 
prod. The smoke rose to the high ceiling and suddenly an apparition on a huge and 
menacing figure loomed within the smoky column. 
 
 The smoke cleared. There was no mistaking the identity of the being revealed. He 
was bigger than when I’d seen him last, in Aphrodite’s Ear-hole, his head nearly nudged 
the rafters and the black cloak had gained a dozen or more yards. Larger too was the 
horrible jiggling rubber monster mask. 
 
 Sinister Seth had also decided to come calling on the Boogarians! 
 
 

 
 

 
CHAPTER TEN 
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 Seth’s mask seemed to glare madly at the shocked and cowering crowd. Obviously 
this part of the ceremony was not on the program. 
 
 “Miserable miscreants playing your moronic games!” he bellowed. “One of you has 
dared to interfere with the Ritual of Renewal! Fools! No mere mortal could hope to stop the 
Ritual. You are toying with forces far beyond your comprehension!” 
 
 “Never mind,” he smirked, “the greedy imbecile will gain nothing. Nothing, except 
the complete destruction of the entire Earth!” 
 
 Seth laughed his whispery laugh. Seth’s laugh was anything but contagious. It 
chased all the warmth from the hall and gave it the cold and empty feeling of a tomb. 
 
 “I will see this planet reduced to a smoking cinder. I won’t even have to engineer 
the asteroid collision I’d been planning. World-destroying always was my favorite pastime 
and I shall have an important role in this cleansing apocalypse, but the best part is that the 
responsibility for this delightful destructive deed will fall upon one of you!” 
 
 He gave out with another round of grave-digging giggles. Wasn’t he the merry one! 
 
 I popped up in my best question-from-the-press manner and asked, “Would you care 
to identify the culprit, sir?” 
 
 The unliving eyes in the monster face stared in turn at my goblin mask and Seth 
snapped back decisively, “No comment,” and continued to laugh. 
 
 On that note, the billowing green fumes sprang up again, reminding me of the 
Wicked Witch of the West in the Land of Oz. The smoke swallowed up his laughing form 
and when the clouds of green swiftly dissipated, Seth was gone. Houdini had nothing on 
this fellow! 
 
 Of course, the Boogarians were having quite a brouhaha once they had recovered 
from the initial shock. Pearl was speechless and Rob was nowhere to be seen, but the rest 
of the crew were gabbing in high gear and I gathered from what I could make out that 
they believed they had just been visited by the object of their devotion, none other than the 
real Boogeyman McCoy himself. 
 
 Come to think of it, who was to say they weren’t right? Seth met all the requisite 
criteria as far as I could tell. 
 
 The agitated congregation turned to their high priest, but the Big Booger was as 
much at a loss as the others. With shaking hands he pulled off his Apollo mask to reveal a 
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gray beard partially obscuring a middle-age countenance of even grayer complexion. He 
was totally oblivious to his followers and their anxious queries. 
 I pushed forward through the ring of panicky proselytes. “Break it up! Hold it down! 
At ease! Quiet!” I hollered, “The Big Booger needs to contemplate the True Significance of 
tonight’s Glorious Revelation! Go on home and prepare yourself for our next meeting 
when All will be Explained!” 
 
 I grabbed the faltering priest by the arm and whispered in his ear, “Listen, Bub. Is 
there someplace we can beat a fast retreat and reflect on the import of recent events, 
etc.?” 
 
 “Yes,” he gasped, “My private chambers,” and weakly gestured to a set of purple 
drapes in the wings. 
 
 It’s amazing what the voice of authority, or a reasonable facsimile thereof, can do to 
a crowd of people already inclined to be sheep. By the time I’d towed the Big Booger to 
his office entrance, the congregation was dispersing in a quiet and orderly fashion. Pearl 
knew I’d assumed authority under false pretenses, but now she was gone too, maybe to 
search for Rob. I wondered briefly when, if ever, I’d see them again. Anyway, services 
were over. The miraculous, no matter how startling, had again given way to the merely 
mundane. 
 
 When we were safely sequestered behind the drapes and the locked door of the Big 
Booger’s private study, he immediately poured himself a tall glass of high-class scotch and 
downed half of it in a single gulp. He gave a big shudder and sat down fast into the tired 
embrace of an enormous overstuffed armchair. 
 
 “Take it easy, BB,” I advised. “You look like you just saw the Boogeyman or 
something.” 
 
 The Big Booger rolled his eyes and shuddered again. 
 
 “I-I had no earthly idea that there actually was such a creature!” he moaned. “In the 
immortal words of the great Durante, ‘What a revoltin’ development!’” 
 
 Abruptly he brought his bleary gaze to bear on me. I had shed my mask and robe 
and in my regular duds with my old felt hat in place I was once again the utter epitome of 
Asteroid Stu-ness. 
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 “Who the hell are you?” the high priest of Boogarianism asked without rancor. 
 
 “Permit me to introduce myself.” I flashed my P.I. license under his nose. This was an 
impressive-looking document with all sorts of officialish engraving. It’s just as well that 
among Latin mottos and such it was hard to make out that it was issued by the “People’s 
Asteroid Anarchy of the Sovereign System of Sol.” The priest was having trouble focusing 
anyway, so I simplified things for him. 
 
 “Stuart’s the handle. I’m a private investigator. I’m investigating your Boogeyman 
for conspiracy to murder a bum, hurtling asteroids through space with intent to create 
mayhem, and possible income tax evasion. You must have noticed the monster just 
admitted complicity in a plot to destroy the Earth.” 
 
 Renewed panic began to emerge through BB’s growing alcoholic fog. “Listen,” he 
urged, “I’m innocent. I have nothing to do with that obnoxious nightmare. I never saw him 
before. I’ve just being trying to do a little research into the sociology of cults and make a 
few bucks on the side.” 
 
 “Maybe so,” I gave him my Sunday-best hard-boiled glare, “And maybe no. Start 
from the beginning, Buster Brown. What’s your name and how did you get into this racket 
and what were you doing on the night of January 15th?” 
 
 He nervously moistened his lips with the tip of his tongue and stammered, “M-m-my 
name is Professor B. A. Peacock, distinguished member of B.S.U.’s sociology department. I 
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started all this Boogarian business as an experiment, you see. Totally in the interest of 
science.” 
 
 I put it to the quivering mass, “Why of all possible cults did you start this idiotic 
‘Boogarianism’ baloney?” 
 
 “I didn’t!” he disclaimed, “It was already in existence –has been since the 1890’s. 
The founder was Alford McNuttin. Despite living for almost 100 years and squandering a 
considerable fortune, Alford McNuttin failed to gain a single follower for his belief that the 
existence of the Boogeyman was the key to all creation. 
 
 “McNuttin wrote over 100 books on the subject, published at his own expense, of 
course. I bought up the entire library of a song at the estate sale after his death. I had 
known the old codger slightly; he lived here in Blossomburg and I’ve spent the greater part 
of my career studying countless religious cults. My background as a sociologist made it 
possible for me to read McNuttin’s garbled nonsensical religious tripe and I came to see in 
this absurd belief a great challenge. I resolved to take this obscure, totally unsuccessful 
religion and turn it into a thriving, even profitable venture. My studies have convinced me 
that any belief could be sold to people if it was packaged right. McNuttin’s Boogarianism 
provided a perfect test case.” 
 
 “And I made it work! The flea-brains actually bought it! They ate it whole and asked 
for more! And they shelled out bucks for it besides! I was going to crow about it to the 
whole world! I’m writing a book that would have exposed it all! My wonderful book! Not 
only would it have made heads spin in sociological circles, it would have been a best 
seller! Hell, they might have even made a movie from it!” 
 
 “But now, it’s all ruined! Who’d have thought that there actually is a genuine, larger-
than-life Boogeyman?” Professor Peacock shivered, and took another big swig from the 
bottle. “That face! Think of it! The Boogeyman is real! Can it be –could Alford McNuttin, 
that insane old man –could he actually been telling the truth all along?” Peacock’s eyes 
bulged with horror and he slurped scotch. 
 
 “Where is this library?” I asked, hoping to fish up some answers before the 
professor sank under the deepening sea of self-induced numbness. 
 
 Peacock pushed a button on his desk and a section of the wall quietly swiveled to 
reveal a set of shelves covered with dusty leather-bound tomes. 
 
 “I’ve got to get out of this,” the prof groaned. “I wish to God I’d never heard of the 
damned Boogeyman!” He continued to alternately mutter and swallow scotch. 
 
 My eyes sped over the titles, dimly printed on the decaying spines: 
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 The Boogeyman, Personal Magnetism, and Financial Gain 
 
 Common Sense and the Boogeyman 
 
 The Boogeyman and Causality 
 
 Gone With the Boogeyman 
 
 Everything You Never Wanted to Know About the Boogeyman (But Were Afraid  
 You Were Going To Find Out Anyway) 
 
 Make Friends and Influence the Boogeyman 
 
 The Boogeyman’s Guide to Horror Films 
 
 And so forth, ad nauseam. 
 
 I was wondering where to start, or more accurately, if it was really necessary to start 
at all, when I caught a few phrases from the Professor’s rambling monologue:  “…funny 
you should ask about the books. Someone broke in here last month when I was out of town 
and figured out how to get into the library. Nothing was harmed or stolen, but books were 
scattered all over as if someone had actually been reading the god-awful stuff!” 
 
 I paused in my perusal of titles, mental alarms going off. “And did you ever get a 
line on the culprit or what he or she was after?” I asked 
 
 “The bastard was brash enough to leave a calling card. Since there was no harm 
done I didn’t trouble to call in the a-authorities, but I shtill have his card.” With some 
difficulty the prof fished a business card out of his gown and passed it to me. It read: 
 

IDAHO IGNATZ 
Professional Scoundrel 

“Dirty Jobs for the Right Price” 
 
 There was no telephone number listed, just a post office box in Boise. 
 
 If Ignatz had been here I was on the right track. Some vital info was hidden in those 
moldy books. Like it or not the job of sifting through them would have to be undertaken. I 
rolled up my sleeves and pulled out a volume: 
The Boogeyman Throughout the History of the Universe and How Such Knowledge Can Improve Your 
Personal Hygiene.  
 
 The plastered prof was no longer fit for conversation. His head was thrown back 
and sonorous snores were trilling his tonsils.  
As I settled into the only other chair in the room I reflected how full of glamour and 
excitement was the life of a private eye. With a stupendous sigh I turned to the first page 
and began to read. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 
 

 
 A little before dawn I left the Boogarian lodge. A throbbing headache accompanied 
me, due no doubt to having crammed too much of Alford McNuttin’s loony tomes into the 
immense, but definitely finite, boundaries of my skull. Yawning hugely on the way out, I 
gave an envious glance to the Big Booger, alias Professor B.A. Peacock, still in the big red 
leather chair, contentedly snoring away, oblivious to his fears and dashed hopes and the 
pain in my head he and his crazy cult had a hand in instigating. 
 
 Outside, on College Avenue, the moonless, windless night sat in self-absorbed 
silence. Just as I reached the ‘Baker, big fat snowflakes began to spiral down and by the 
time I had driven to a suitably solitary sport outside the city, the air was full of snow. 
 
 I had to admit that crazy as McNuttin’s theology was, it meshed with the screwy 
scaffold of events that had unfolded since I’d first laid eyes on Homeless Horace back on 
asteroid Agnes. I tried to neatly sort it all out into mental pigeonholes, but it was no go. 
The clerical neurons were on strike for better working hours. I needed to confer with 
Norbert the Wiener after a good eight hours of making Z’s. Sleep and I were on an 
irresistible course collision. 
 
 I fumbled with the ‘Baker’s autopilot and finally got it set for the return trip to the 
Belt. The ‘Baker would carry me back to the Zone while I zonked out and would wake me 
if any Chimeras or other creatures tried to nose in. 
 
 But even on the verge of plunging into slumber’s sweet seas I prepared for beddy-
bye in a special way. No, I didn’t brush my teeth and put on my ‘jammies (the blue flannel 
ones with the little pink and green rocket ships). Instead I focused the searchlight of my 
consciousness on the image of a mystical mandala Astral had tried to teach me. By 
concentrating on this potent visual mantra I should have been able to contact her even 
while I slept, through the medium of my dreams. I had never gotten it to work before, but 
hey? What’s a little failure to a tough cookie like me, full of bits of nutty moxie? I wanted 
urgently to get her views on this Boogarian bull (while at the same time possibly getting 
some views of elusive Astral). 
 
 So even while sleep claimed me, I gave my all to the magic mandala, burning the 
image on the cleared canvas of my mind. 
 As I crashed, sleep wise, the ‘Baker launched upward, belt wise. Snow-saturated air 
obscured the dwindling hills of terra. Delicately iced motes danced Earthward; the ‘Baker 
fled heavenward. I held on to the mandala’s image as long as I could, then my mind was 
losing its cogency, becoming all airy space with random thought-motes whirling 
precipitously to the ever more compelling tune played by rapidly advancing sleep. 
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 I couldn’t tell you when I crossed the border into slumberland, but I gradually came 
to realize I was flying over a twilight landscape of my dreams. I saw a dream-Norbert 
down below, rooting through a golden garbage can. Eyesaur lumbered down there too, 
even larger than life, pushing over rubber skyscrapers that bounced right back. Squark, the 
talented bartender at Aphrodite’s Ear-hole, was doing handsprings on alternating pairs of 
tentacles. Friends and enemies and scarcely seen acquaintances and a host of unknown 
others cavorted in a luminous dream city. I was embarrassed to see a feminine figment 
from a long-forgotten adolescent fantasy doing a striptease while another being watched 
amused. The watcher was Uts, my shadow-companion and sometimes guide to many 
dream journeys into the darker regions of subconsciousness. As I watched, flying higher 
and higher, everyone’s movements below became gracefully coordinated into an 
intricately interwoven choreography, a sort of stately celestial minuet, its music improvised 
by hidden inhuman and immortal musicians, makers of the fey music of the spheres. 
 
 Far off on the horizon I could make out every minute detail of a complex labyrinth 
whose maze lead to a central chamber occupied by a golden hawk and a masked monster 
who danced together as effortlessly as Fred and Ginger. As I rose higher still, the details, 
the individuals, were lost, but the dance itself gained clarity as a mesmerizing animated 
pattern of light. 
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 For a while Rocket Man joined me in my flight, but as the living pattern faded from 
view, he too dropped from sight. 
 
 I passed quickly through a topsy-turvy land my senses couldn’t decipher. Then I was 
walking down one of those familiar dream clichés: an impossibly long, door-lined corridor. 
Cliché or not, I became infected with an ever-sharpening sense of dread. I began running 
and the sense of oppression grew with every stride. Abruptly I was poised before double 
doors at the corridor’s end. My heart pounded rapidly, but my movements were molasses-
slow as I pushed open the heavy doors. 
 
 There on the barren floor of a cold and airy chamber, lit by a circle of wildly 
flickering candles, I saw a couple locked in an impassioned embrace. There was a little guy 
with a big nose and gnomish features, but my eyes were caught by the woman. My blood 
turned to icy slush. My mind seemed to collapse on itself, a black hole feeding on my soul 
like Seth’s vortex that had swallowed Idaho Ignatz. Even in the dancing light, every detail 
of the woman’s exquisite form was revealed with startling clarity. Clarity I had never 
before known. Clarity I had thought was impossible. She turned to face me. It was Astral. 
 
 My nerve snapped. I scrammed. I bolted back down that hall as fast as I could go 
and I didn’t even hesitate when I heard her call. I just kept running. 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER TWELVE 
 

 
 I woke up in a sweat in the back seat of the ‘Baker, the stars peering coldly at me. I 
felt abandoned, cheated and bewildered. I wanted to be angry, to push out the despair 
with hate, but I couldn’t even find the gumption to get mad. 
 
 My eyes fell on a little gift-wrapped package on the front seat that I hadn’t noticed 
before. An attached note read: 
 
  Dear Stu, 
   I got this stuff from “Granny Goop,” a little old 
  witch who lives with some goats in a shack deep in the hills. 
   I know you’ve been frustrated by certain, shall we 
  Say “ungraspable” aspects of your relationship with Astral. 
  This stuff should help, at least in a temporary way. 
   Just smear this gunk all over her ghostly form (which 
  should be fun in and of itself) and for the next couple of hours 
  she’ll have the tangibility of a regular flesh-and-blood person. 
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   Enjoy! 
      Love to you both, 

      Lefty 
 
 I listlessly unwrapped the box to uncover a tiny jar of pinkish cream. As I closed my 
fist around it I pictured Astral as I’d last seen her –wrapped in the arms of that silly-looking 
bozo. What hurt the most was how visible and tangible she’d been with him, when she’d 
never been like that with me. 
 
 The rage I’d been seeking found me then, and I pitched the jar through the back-seat 
window with all my strength. The ‘Baker happened to be passing close by the Moon’s 
darkside just then and the jar struck the hidden scarred surface. The cream must have 
splattered on one of the disembodied spirits that congregate there because a gibbering, 
fanged and clawed horror shot up towards me like a missile. I wondered what Granny 
Goop would have thought if she saw what nightmare her potion had temporarily given 
corporal form. The  
‘Baker whizzed on, outdistancing the creature and my rage was a thing like it –a hideous 
thing hanging uselessly in the void. 
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 Caught up in a whirlpool of emotions, even then I heard a small voice singing a 
different tune. Maybe it was the voice of my shadow-friend Uts, far wiser in the ways of 
dreams than I. I wouldn’t listen; I let the white noise of my anger overpower it. All the same 
I hoped somewhere in there that after my gland-storm had subsided, I would still be able to 
hear that small clear voice, a voice that spoke of kindness, compassion and love 
unconquerable. 
 
 
 
 

 
  
 
 

CHAPTER THIRTEEN 
 
 
 Back in the Belt I felt I’d reached nadir instead of home. My stomach felt as empty 
as my soul, so I put the ‘Baker into orbit around “Pickle’s,” a 24/7 greasy spoon that got 
its name from the pickle-shaped, wart-covered asteroid whose hollowed interior housed it. I 
instructed the ‘Baker’s circuits to keep matching the asteroid’s velocity and stay nearby and 
I ion-squirted over to the diner. 
 
 Inside the airlock the lighting was dim, the clientele was sparse. Some two-tailed 
newts from Capella IV were gobbling plasmaburgers and playfully squirting one another 
with ketchup. A few other sapients sat isolated in booths. I plopped on a stool at the 
counter and ordered eggs, toast and coffee, figuring a simple order was the best bet, but I 
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didn’t really care what I got. The short order cook who doubled as a waiter was a grubby-
looking crab-man from the Crab Nebula with all the winning personality of a recently 
unearthed zombie. He was doped. His breath smelled of sulfur dioxide and his bloodshot 
nictitating membranes were motionless, two sure signs. Besides that, the red-violet symbiotic 
fungus that grew sporadically over his lobster-red hide was badly in need of spore 
vacuuming and he was a good hundred pounds overweight. In the rotten mood I was in his 
company suited me fine. 
 

 
 
 When my order finally came I noted with morose satisfaction that the eggs were 
undercooked and dripping with grease, the toast burnt and the coffee tasted like recycled 
dishwater. 
 
 Amazing how the world was supporting and reverberating to my sense of disgust 
with it. Here I was –a private eye who hadn’t solved a case for an eon, poised on the 
brink of Earth’s destruction with no earthly or unearthly idea of how to prevent it, head 
crammed full of theological malarkey courtesy of Alford McNuttin. I was restless, but in 
need of rest and on top of it all I had just lost my infinitely precious ladylove. 
 
 I shoveled the miserable excuse for grub down my gullet and washed it down with 
the brown wastewater in an orgy of self-pity. 
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 I was wondering what marvelous mishap was in store for me next when it happened. 
The Chimera trotted in, draped its mismatched, continuously metamorphosing mass over 
several chairs at a table across the room, and ordered a dozen rattlesnakes in butter 
sauce, two bowls and a large “classic” Coca-cola with a straw. 
 
 The crab-man was visibly impressed and deferential. He overcame his lethargy and 
waddled into the kitchen to comply at a pace considerably swifter 
than his previously glacial one. 
 

 
 
 I was at a crossroads and I knew it. Sick of the whole game, I just wanted to call it 
quits and crawl away. I was fed up with indigestibles both physical and mental and I was 
tired. Glancing at that damned mish-mash of a monster across the room, I had to admit I 
was also scared. My usual devil-may-care buoyancy had changed to boneless slime. 
 
 I saw myself in my mind’s eye: walking out, getting in the ‘Baker, returning to the 
womb of the Stupot, getting a little drunk, catching some dreamless sleep, eating some 
good food, soaking in a hot tub. Then maybe I’d just take off; head out for a new life, 
maybe find a new woman. From some internal nether region came a painful twinge at that 
last suggestion, but I rode it out. 
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 I teetered on the verge of splitting the whole scene for a moment, but I had to back 
off. I couldn’t do it. Even apart from the fact that the fate of an entire living world was at 
stake, I had committed myself to a job. I had accepted a lulu of a ruby retainer from 
Horace and come-what-may I had to see it through. I realized then that the same was true 
of Astral. I was committed to our relationship, no ifs, ands or buts. I was simply going to 
have to face her and talk it out; find out what that goofy-looking character meant to her 
and tell her how I felt about it and go from there. 
 
 Meanwhile, back to the job. I took a last swig of liquid waste and picked myself up, 
walked myself over to confront the Chimera. I needed to understand how this mythological 
misfit fit in the picture. 
 
 As  I neared the creature’s table, the dragon’s head struck at me like a cranky 
cobra, but I was prepared. I met that scaly snout with a roundhouse punch that had every 
erg of my frustration and anger packed into it. To my satisfaction, dragon-face withdrew, 
even winced a bit. 
 
 “Greetings, threesome,” I said. “I didn’t want you to think I was snubbing you, so I 
thought I’d drop over for a chat –that is, if you’re quite over your temper tantrum.” 
 
 Lion-face growled, but the goat’s head answered mildly enough. “Certainly, Mr. 
Asteroid. Pull up a chair. We like having guests for dinner.” Goat gave a little grin. “Can I 
order you something? Perhaps a cup of coffee if you’ve already eaten?” 
 
 “Thanks, but no thanks.” I pulled up a chair. “I’ve already had one and it was one 
too many.” 
 
 “What have you been up to since we last met, if I may ask?” goat-puss inquired 
conversationally. 
 
 “Just lately I’ve been reading a fairy tale,” I answered. 
 
 “Indeed?” Goat raised a furry eyebrow. 
 
 Crab-man arrived with the Chimera’s order on a cart. With some nervousness he 
placed two large ceramic bowls in front of the lion’s and the dragon’s head whose 
positions in the relentlessly shape-shifting creature had more or less stabilized. With even 
more trepidation, the crab-man donned heavy metallic fiber gloves and grasped a long-
handled, covered pot. He finally managed to situate the pot directly above the lion’s bowl. 
I could hear muffled scraping, pinging and clanging noises issuing from the pot’s interior. 
Belatedly I realized they were the sounds produced by a dozen live and angry 
rattlesnakes. Profusely perspiring, the cook tilted the pot slightly, then pressed a lever in the 
handle. Instantly, a furiously gyrating snake spilled into the bowl, striking out in vain for 
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something into which to sink its venom-dripping fangs. Five others of its kind, identical in 
temperament and genus, if not species, soon joined it. Despite his quaking, crab-man 
repeated the whole process to serve the dragon’s helping. He then grabbed another long-
handled pot, smaller and uncovered, and to each bowl of squirming, hissing, rattling 
reptiles, he added a generous dose of butter sauce. Finally, with obvious relief, he placed 
a large iced coke in front of the centrally-situated goat’s head, unwrapped a straw, and 
with an ostentatious flourish, inserted the straw in the drink. Sighing deeply, he retired. 
 
 Goat sipped and his companion heads set to, contentedly chomping on buttered 
rattlers, not even trying to avoid the striking snakes. Apparently impervious to snake venom 
and indifferent to their bites, lion and dragon savored each bite of raw reptile with obvious 
relish. 
 
 I gaped, fascinated. I suddenly remembered an old and dear book of my youth, The 
Circus of Dr. Lao, by Charles Finney. Finney had told of a Chimera who ate only 
rattlesnakes. I wondered how he had gotten the inside dope. 
 
 Goat peered at me from his effervescing drink. “Are you quite sure you wouldn’t 
like a little something, Mr. Asteroid?” he asked. 
 
 “Please call me Stu.” I watched lion-part sucking up a snake like a strand of 
spaghetti. “No thanks.” I said, “I’ll pass this time. I was wondering if your three heads had 
an individual name or if you all just share one?” 
 “Forgive my manners,” goat apologized. “The impulsive saurian to my left is known 
as ‘Larry.’ The feline with the wavy-mane to my right is appropriately called ‘Curly.’ I 
myself am ‘Moe,’ at your service. Collectively, ‘Chimera’ is indeed the proper appellation 
since we are utterly unique. There is and always has been only one Chimera and we are 
it.” 
 
 “I’m sure your origins are fascinating too,” I mused, “but I won’t pry. May I ask if 
you are Seth’s ‘three stooges?’ That is,” I phrased the question more diplomatically, “are 
you an associate of Seth perchance?” 
 
 “You could say that his interests and ours are parallel,” Moe admitted. 
 
 “Then you might be interested in the fairy tale I mentioned.” 
 
 “By all means, Stu, tell us. We’re all ears.” 
 
 “I wouldn’t go that far,” I quipped, “but three pair beat two of a kind.” I spooned 
the story out to him –the essence I gleaned from Alford McNuttin’s writings, minus a lot of 
convoluted elaboration and involuted philosophical manure. As I gave my spiel, I tried to 
order the whole of it in my own weary brain. 
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 I told him about the rivalry of two brother godlings, both competing for supremacy. 
Seth, or Set, as he was also known, was the older and darker of the two, a god of 
destruction and ruler of a dreary underworld of the dead. Horus, the younger, was the 
hawk-god of the sky, a god of light and life and all the forces of survival. 
 
 Once upon a time, Seth pulled a fast one and committed mayhem on his baby 
brother, chopping him into little pieces, scattering the pieces all across the expanse of the 
universe. In those days it wasn’t easy to bump off a god, even one with a lower case “g.” 
Eventually, after several billion years, Horus pulled himself back together; the fragments 
reunited. Back in shape, Horus had his dander up and went looking for his murderous 
sibling. The ensuing battle was a humdinger. It took on an apocalyptic aspect, getting 
further and further out of hand, the fratricidal fiends decimating world after world. Finally, 
their free-for-all laid the entire universe to waste. 
 
 At this point, a god higher on the divine hierarchy, a creator god who’d started the 
whole shebang in the first place (maybe the Missing Deity I had so  

 
 
far failed to find), stepped in. This Creator god had presumably been busy during this 
whole fiasco, or maybe He was on the sidelines and wanted to see how far the whole 
fracas would snowball, but in any case He confronted the destructive duo and He was 
sore! The havoc had unraveled all his handiwork and He was truly miffed! 
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 He knocked the godlings’ heads together and while they were reeling from the 
feeling, He rolled up His sleeves, metaphorically speaking, and set about recreating reality. 
(Yep, according to this account, this is the second time around for everything. Ever get that 
feeling?) When His Supremacy had put it all back together, down to the least sub-atomic 
particle on the teeniest feather of the smallest sparrow, He turned His attention back to the 
wayward brothers. To make sure that He wouldn’t have to shoot the works again, the next 
thing He did was to take away the largest portion of the pair’s powers. 
 
 Seth, as the instigator of the ruination, was cursed with a sort of un-life, a shadowy 
existence who parameters were normally limited to the Underworld, a gray and empty 
limbo entirely removed from the pulse and splendor of the universe. Seth’s rage and 
jealousy of the living consequently knew no bounds. At times he would rail against his 
imprisonment, press against the boundaries of his limbo like an insect in a jar thrashing 
furiously against the glass. At such times Seth’s malefic aura might impinge upon our world 
enough that people would gain a fleeting glimpse of an unknown evil, or sense his 
presence merely as a chill in their spines. Such glimpses gave rise to the legend of the 
Boogeyman, whose existence (for various screwy reasons not worth going into) McNuttin 
had thought to be so important. 
 
 Horus got slapped down too. He was given a mere mortal’s lifespan, roughly three 
score and fifteen revolutions of the Earth around Sol. Moreover, Horus was charged with 
being a champion of Earth’s peoples, a defender of the right, a righter of wrongs, a good 
guy who stood for truth, justice and etc. Through the centuries he had been the reality 
behind the myths of many celebrated heroes. (McNuttin had thought that the Earth had 
been chosen for Horus’ charge from all the multitude of worlds because it was so special, 
but I thought it just as likely Earth had been picked because it was such a backwater world 
on the fringe of one galaxy among many as a part of the punishment.) 
 
 At the end of Horus’ allotted term, he and Seth were both compelled to take place in 
a sort of song-and-dance called the Ritual of Renewal. Otherwise they would both just 
wither away. Only around the time of this special ritual was Seth allowed outside of the 
confines of his gray limbo to circulate in the real-for-sure universe. McNuttin did not know 
the exact nature of this ritual, but the gist was that it was not only necessary for Horus’ 
rejuvenation and Seth’s temporary release from limbo, but also essential to keep the entire 
cosmos ticking. 
 
 This way a kind of justice was served. The two brats responsible for laying waste to 
all the worlds were now charged with monitoring the cosmos’ 
Heartbeat and administering cosmic CPR at regular intervals to keep the dance of existence 
going strong without even so much as a station break. Seth’s only relief from the monotony 
of limbo-land and Horus’ mortal existence was tied to the Ritual of Renewal to ensure their 
dedication wouldn’t waiver. 
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 As I said, McNuttin didn’t spell out the specifics of the Ritual, but he was clear on 
one thing: an absolutely essential element in all this mumbo-jumbo was the Cosmic Egg. The 
Cosmic Egg was apparently a master plan or blueprint for the entirety of all creation. And 
it was alive! The Egg was no static schema, but something that grew and developed and 
changed constantly, influenced and somehow affected by the collective consciousness of all 
the universe’s inhabitants as well as other even more mysterious factors. 
 
 I summarized all of this for the Chimera and while I talked, Larry and Curly finished 
their snakes and listened attentively, but poker-faced Moe was still slowly sipping his coke. 
 
 “I know it all sounds like a lot of hooey,” I concluded, “talking more to myself than 
to the Chimera, “But it does explain some things. Like Seth ranting about the ‘Ritual of 
Renewal’ before the Boogarian assembly and Idaho Ignatz being all in a dither to find 
something he called the ‘egg.’ It also explains why my client, Horace Goduvski, alias 
Horus, god of the sky, has a disconcerting way of turning into a big golden hawk and why 
he…” 
 
 And then it hit me. The jigsawed pieces fell into place, the big light bulb clicked on 
and lit up the winding corridors of all my old gray matter. Of course! If I hadn’t been 
wasted from jealous anger, lack of sleep, and grievous depletion of essential dark beer 
nutrients, I would have seen it back in the Boogarian library. The Cosmic Egg was the key 
all right, and I suddenly knew where it had to be. 
 
 “…very interesting yarn you spin,” Moe was saying. “Tell me, where did this 
McNuttin fellow claim to have obtained all this peculiar information.” 
 
 My mouth went through the motions of answering while my brain was racing 
through space, hurtling through the solar system, chasing shooting stars and flaming 
comets. “As a matter of fact, McNuttin said a Chimera came to him in a dream and each of 
its three heads related a different, conflicting story related to all these matters, leaving it to 
him to decide which version was on the level. Uh, excuse me,” I interrupted myself, “but I 
just remembered –I left my bathwater running. Bye now!” 
 
 Larry, Curly and Moe all looked up in surprise as I beat a quick retreat. The last 
thing I heard before I cycled out of Pickle’s airlock was a resonant burp sounded 
simultaneously through three separate mouths. 
 
 Outside, swimming through the star-studded surround, I swiveled, searching for a 
certain astronomical feature, but I failed to find it. So I squirted back to the Stewedbaker 
and set a course for Norbertland. I needed to confer with the Wizard Wiener, but quick! 
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN 
 
 

 Shortly thereafter, Norbert was alongside me in the front seat of the ‘Baker as we 
tore through the void in hyperdrive. Norbert liked to stick his head out the window and 
claimed he could feel the solar wind even through his protective invisible force-field, even 
at faster-than-light velocity. Don’t ask me how he did it, but something made his ears flap at 
full mast as if we were coasting down Quirkwood Avenue in Blossomburg instead of 
zooming on a mad chase through the interplanetary gulf, hot on the trail of a comet. 
 
 After I’d picked up Norbert from his lab, I’d filled him in on the whole weirdo 
scenario. Like any good scientist, he was skeptical, lacking hard evidence in which to sink 
his canine canines, but he went along with the gag in accordance with his good-natured 
doggy character, and besides, he always liked to go for a ride. 
 
 “So you figure this ‘Cosmic Egg’ is actually on the nucleus of Sally’s Comet?” 
Norbert asked without bothering to stick his head back in. 
 
 “Sure,” I replied. “It all fits. Horace turns up in my office, arteries hardened, sinking 
into the later stages of senility, displaying the classic paranoia of dementia, claiming that 
Seth was out to get him. The sight of the comet as we were riding in the space-taxi 
triggered the last vestiges of his godlike powers resulting in that momentary metamorphosis 
I told you about.” 
 
 “Hmmm. That momentary hallucination, you mean. Really! A man turning into a 
hawk!” Norbert grumbled. 
 
 “Hallucination nothing! The cabby saw it too! Besides, I’ve got the whole thing on a 
video via the Stupot’s security records,” I protested. 
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 “That’s when your mysterious derelict decided to decline your hospitality and 
vamoose, right? I’ll be very interested to see this vaunted transformation.” Norbert was 
unconvinced. 
 
 “I’ll lay odds the old boy was compelled to try and get to Sally’s Comet,” I argued. 
“He was obsessed with the comet. I got that much when I was with him in the cab. Now I 
know the reason for his fixation: the Cosmic Egg. 
 
 “It was the Cosmic Egg that Ignatz was after when he trailed Seth to 
graymurksville,” I continued. “By the way, according to Astral (here I mentally side-
stepped to avoid the emotional road-block her name erected), Seth’s gray limbo is literally 
nowhere. I mean, the deeper regions of it aren’t even in the universe proper, which 
explains why your Smell-O-Vision couldn’t sniff Ignatz out after he vanished in Seth’s black 
hole.” 
 
 “Hmmph,” snorted Norbert skeptically. “But now Ignatz is again at large?” 
 
 “Right. Astral sprung him from Seth’s limbo.” Again, I sternly repressed the anguish 
at the thought of Astral and plunged on. “Her magic isn’t limited by the laws of the 
universe and she worked out some kind of spell to free him.” 
 
 Norbert’s answering “Woorrullph” was complex, but I knew his expressions pretty 
well. It contained gratification, affection, and indignation: gratification, because the S-O-V 
wasn’t strictly at fault for failing to find Ignatz; affection, because Norbert was (also) nuts 
about Astral; indignation, because magic was involved. 
 
 Norbert had known the disembodied beauty almost as long as he’d known me. As a 
dog, he adored her in typically canine fashion from his slobbering tongue to the tip of his 
wildly wagging tail. As a scientist, although hardly an orthodox one, he was reluctant to 
admit that Astral even existed in spite of the fact that he could often sense her presence 
before I had even garnered a clue. Mention of Astral upset him. It wasn’t because she was 
bodiless; I’ve already mentioned Norbert’s electronic Ouija he’d invented to communicate 
with immaterial spirits. It was her sorcerous aspect that gave Norbert fits. He couldn’t deny 
that Astral’s methods were effective, but that they were magical, that they defied natural 
law, deeply offended his scientific sensibilities. It was no wonder that the mention of Astral 
tied him up in emotional knots. It was a condition that I currently shared with him. 
 
 “Errrurrrrfff,” growled Norbert. “Well, why did the Chimera get in such a rage and 
come after you? It’s anger was related to Ignatz’s escape?” 
 
 “I don’t think the Chimera or Seth knew who or what had sprung Ignatz, but Seth 
had probably pumped the macho moron for info and the jerk didn’t mind telling him that 
yours truly had Horace for a client. I do think the Chimera, as Seth’s henchman, was 
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anxious to find Horace because he is needed in this big-deal ritual. The Chimera thought 
I’d hidden Horace –which I had although he escaped from my chosen hideout. Besides, 
probably my fearsome reputation got Seth so worried he put the Chimera on my tail.” 
 
 “Ruhwerlll-erp!” Norbert sneezed incredulously. 
 
 “Say what you will,” I retorted, “You have to admit the comet angle works. A 
human-size lifespan average 75-76 years and that coincides perfectly with the period of 
Sally’s Comet. What better place to stash the all-important Cosmic Egg than on the comet’s 
core? The comet’s orbit takes it safely beyond the clutches of the greedy most of the time, 
entirely out of the plane of the solar system. When the Egg is needed for the Ritual, 
however, her it comes, right on cue, announcing it’s Renewal Ritual time with the fanfare of 
a glowing incandescent sky-spanning tail.” 
 
 “Extending up to 250 million miles across interplanetary space,” added Norbert. 
 “There you are! A perfect signal, a natural flare to trigger Horus’ by then 
dilapidated memory. According to McNuttin, Horus is compelled to spend most of his life 
on Earth making like a hero. No matter how caught up he might get in his role as Earthly 
protector, or how decrepit time would make him, the reappearance of the comet would 
alert him to the deeper duty of his role in the Ritual of Renewal.” 
 
 Norbert’s rejoining “Mmmmrrrmmm,” was still skeptical, but only mildly so. 
 
 “That’s why I wanted you to plot a course to Sally’s Comet. The ‘Baker’s computer 
couldn’t supply the extra digits of accuracy I needed.” 
 
 “Rooarmmph. I understand you think your client is on the way to Sally’s Comet and 
that this ‘Egg’ is there, but what’s the all-fired hurry?” Norbert asked. 
 
 “Seth has already said that one of the Boogarians is up to no good,” I explained. 
“Another of my myriad guesses is that Idaho Ignatz is the agent of a Boogarian 
nogoodnik. Ignatz wants to cop the Egg and he may have figured out by now that it’s on 
the comet nucleus. One cabbage leaf will get you twenty Ignatz is also on his way to the 
comet right now to snatch the Cosmic Egg.” 
 
 Norbert had plugged his paw-held ‘puter into  the ‘Baker’s autopilot. He peered at 
the little green screen. “Sally’s Comet is almost at its perihelion, it’s position nearest the 
sun.” Norbert was lecturing. He knew even a humble interplanetary gumshoe like myself 
knew what ‘perihelion” meant. “Our ETA comet-wise is in precisely thirteen minutes,” he 
announced. “Perhaps you could use the time explaining what Ignatz and his hypothetical 
confederate hope to gain by purloining this so-called ‘Cosmic Egg?’” 
 
 “I don’t know,” I admitted. “McNuttin thought that the secret of eternal life is hidden 
in the Egg. Maybe they think they can dope it out. Maybe they are just trying to blackmail 
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the major players into giving them riches and/or power. Maybe they have a perverse 
nihilistic desire to bring the whole universe to a crashing halt. Maybe they just want 
attention and love they didn’t get when they were babies. Maybe all of this is just an old 
nut’s fantasy, which is probably your opinion, but I don’t want to take the chance.” 
 
 Quoth Norbert, “Wuf.” That was as close to an agreement as I was likely to get. 
 
 The time for talk had run out. Sally’s Comet was in our sights and coming up fast. 
We had a box seat view of the dazzling tail, or tails, I should say: Norbert explained that 
the smaller, more curved golden one was composed of dust swept outward by the pressure 
of the sun’s radiation and the longer, bluer one was a phenomena akin to the northern 
lights, a plasma created by gas atoms stripped of their electrons by the stream of protons 
known as the solar wind. Or was it the other way around? I was preoccupied when 
Norbert was lecturing and I’m not sure I got it straight. 
 
 As we got closer we could see the glowing effect included the cometary core; it was 
surrounded by a golden nimbus of light. Norbert said the core was the source of the cloud 
of gases that made up the great glowing plumes. Ice and frozen gases on the core 
sublimated rapidly to form a rarefied atmosphere that the sun’s rays phosphoresced. 
Sounds reasonable, I guess, but sometimes I thought Norbert was making these things up 
as he went along. 
 
 As we slowed our approach to size up the situation we could see the core was 
about four to five miles in diameter and its shape was an irregular ovoid, not unlike many 
asteroids of my acquaintance. 
 
 Irregular too was its velocity. Norbert explained that as bits of ice suddenly 
vaporized, they imparted a brief jet of energy, which sped or slowed or spun the comet 
nucleus depending on the vector of their push relative to the comet’s major directional 
velocity of the moment. So she twirled and bucked like a wild bronco even as the sun’s 
irresistible rennin of gravity guided her relentlessly in her parabolic course. Norbert added 
all of his expertise to that of our combined computers and we finally pulled right alongside 
the nucleus, within a mere fifty or so feet. I left Norbert at the ‘Baker’s helm and pushed 
across the gulf, squirting over carefully.  
 
  At last I stood on Sally’s Comet, tootsies planted more or less firmly on the 
careening comet’s core. Only up close was it apparent that the comet was inhabited! 
Beneath my feet, incased within the rock-studded ice, little glowing critters, call them light-
bugs, darted merrily in a flowing pattern of light that pulsed with a good steady beat –
y’know, something you could dance to. I don’t know how I knew, but I was sure I was in 
the presence of life, not some inorganic mimicry of living energy. The tapestry of light the 
little cometoids created changed constantly to the beat, but like a kaleidoscope, it changed 
from one stunningly beautiful pattern to another. It reminded me of something… 
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 Then I remembered. I had seen it before –in that godforsaken dream that had ended 
with me freaking out. Before I had come to the corridor of doors, when I’d been flying free 
and easy above a dreamscape with Rocket Man, I had seen the same dancing arabesques 
of pulsing luminosity! 
 
 The beauty of the stuff pierced my hard old op’s heart. Tears welled in my peepers, 
froze into little balls of ice and floated gently to the vibrating comet’s crust where they 
were instantly assimilated into the rock-dotted ice that coated the comet nucleus. I stared, 
hypnotized by the swirling spirals of radiant dancing little cometoids. How long I stared is 
anybody’s guess. Eventually, my powers of reason stirred and I realized the pulsing 
pathways of the light-bugs were all radiating from a single source, like spokes from the 
center of a psychedelic bicycle wheel. My brainpower didn’t stop there; it also figured out 
that the hub of the splendor in the ice had to be just over the near arc of the horizon. 
Beneath my feet, the cometoids scurried in their patterns heedless of my much clumsier 
steps. I hastened. At the hub of this luminous lace, I figured, was the object of Ignatz’s 
greed, Horace’s survival and my search. 
 
 Sure enough. Inlaid in the glowing configuration like a precious jewel in a medallion 
of sculpted light was the Cosmic Egg. It was roughly the size of a football, but there the 
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resemblance ended. It shone incandescently even in the midst of the comet’s glowing 
nimbus and the slightly brighter patter of the little light-bugs. It pulsed also, and I knew the 
Egg was the source of the cometoids’ catchy dance rhythm. 
 
 Once again, despite the rather distracting circumstances, the constant quaking of the 
comet’s surface, the urgency of the situation, I stood transfixed. My heartbeat synchronized 
to the Egg’s soundless pulse. I clean forgot everything: Astral, the case, Norbert’s struggle 
to keep the ‘Baker’s position close to Sally’s, my phone number, my first date, my thirst for 
dark beer. All I could do was stare at the Big Egg on the comet in the sky. 
 
 Another thing: as Asteroid Stu stood stupefied, something inside slowly released its 
grip on my heart. The fear, the jealousy, the hate all melted away, leaving no festering 
wounds, no lingering residue. My soul seemed a hawk soaring in sunlit heights. The Egg 
had it all over any analyst for my money. 
 
 Alas, it couldn’t last. Reason rebounded and I noticed something was rotten in 
paradise: a very still body was stretched out on the phosphorescing cometscape, just 
beyond the winking and blinking Egg. 
 
 The threads the stiff was sporting made I.D.—ing it a cinch. It was Rocket Man. I 
wobbled over and checked him out, but my initial impression had hit the mark. Rocket Man 
was out of fuel and out of luck. The cause wasn’t apparent, but there was no doubt about  
the effect. Rocket Man had gone the way of all scrap iron. 
 
 I doffed my chapeau in a gesture of respect and bent over the broken body. I knew 
it was Rocket Man, but who was Rocket Man? I knew the answer, but I had to look, to see 
the man behind the mask. My fingers found the artfully concealed snaps behind the bullet-
shaped helmet and flipped them open. Then gently, I tugged off the metal headgear. 
 
 The limp head seemed smaller than I remembered. The features seemed shrunken 
too, but his expression was peaceful, unburdened. Maybe the nearness of the Cosmic Egg 
had lightened his passing. I had no trouble recognizing him; after all, he had been my 
client. Horace Goduvski, alias Horus, god of the sky, alias Rocket Man, was the corpse on 
the comet. 
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 A long low soundless sigh escaped me. I had failed and my client had paid the 
price. He’d bought the big sleep. If only I had figured out the comet angle sooner, maybe I 
could have saved him. Since there was no indication of unnatural causes I guessed his 
ticker had slipped its well-worn gears. Maybe the exertion of getting to the comet had 
proved too much. I’d have Dr. Norbert check him over thoroughly, all the same. Things 
aren’t always what they seem. 
 
 As I was straightening up I got my next surprise. The back of my head exploded in 
pain and I shot right off the comet with the blow. As I floated in space, spinning slowly 
around, I caught a glimpse of my ambusher just before my mental curtains came crashing 
down.  
 
 Idaho Ignatz was grinning like a cartoon goon and brandishing the butt of a blaster. 
The detective in me surmised that particles of my scalp and hair and blood clung to that 
blaster butt, but it was Ignatz’s appearance that I was really trying hard to make sense of 
in those few short moments before I was compelled to go beddy-bye. 
 
 His proportions were all wrong. His head was too big and his limbs were too tiny. 
The features of his face seemed too large. The blaster was another puzzling item: it was 
identical to the one he’d sported on the Smell-O-Vision, a standard Saturnian Saturday-
night special, but unless it had somehow become enlarged to Paul Bunyanesque 
proportions, Idaho Ignatz was all of three feet tall! 
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

 
 

 Something warm, wet and slimy was having a passionate love affair with my nose. 
Associated with that were wiry little strands that tickled my chin. When my eyeballs finally 
began to cooperate with my brain and define the blurs, I saw a long wet nose-snout and a 
worried, puckered brow and realized that Norbert the Wiener was using my face as a 
popsicle. 
 
 “Uncle!” I gasped, “Uncle!” 
 
 “Are you injured, Stuart?” Norbert asked solicitously. 
 
 I sat up to the accompaniment of a crude, unsubtle, and altogether untalented 
percussionist pounding in my skull. The bones all seemed intact. A new lump varied the 
topography of my head, but I would live, I guessed, and I said so. 
 
 “Wha’ happened?” I added. 
 
 A very small man, roughly one meter in stature, accosted you from behind and fled 
with the Cosmic Egg,” reported Norbert. “Inexplicably, he smelled exactly like Idaho 
Ignatz.” 
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 “So Ignatz really was shrimp size! I thought the blow had affected my vision. Then 
what?” I queried. 
 
 “Then, to use the vernacular, he skedaddled, while I maneuvered the ‘Baker to 
retrieve your free-falling body,” said Norbert. “However, I did manage to shoot a micro-
mechanical bloodhound at him (a device of my own invention, patent pending) that buried 
itself in his spaceship’s hull and is sending signals indicating the position of his craft.” 
 
 “And…?” I encouraged. 
 
 “He’s heading straight for Earth.” 
 
 I nodded, steely-eyed. “Good work, Noble Norbert! Let us accompany the macho 
mite Earthward. We’ve got to get our paws on the Egg before the universe’s lease 
expires.” 
 
 As we chased Ignatz across the great airless gulf Norbert let out an occasional 
blood-curdling howl –the thrill of the chase, I guess. He was so keen on the hunt I let him 
pilot the ‘Baker while I wondered how Stu and crew were going to put everything right 
when we cornered the malevolent midget. It was going to take a miracle, I figured, but little 
did I know one was waiting in the wings even as I worried. 
 
 Ignatz’s space cruiser was no lemon (he’d probably pilfered it from some careless 
alien tourist), but the ‘Baker was the supreme heap in Sol’s system. Even so, we didn’t 
catch up with the space-hopping bushwhacker and Egg-thief until he was landing. In an 
orange flower of flaming exhaust, Ignatz landed his rocket on the (evidently fireproof) roof 
of one of Blossomburg State University’s classroom buildings, Wormwood Hall, a stodgy 
limestone relic from the cultural heights of the WPA era. 
 
 Li’l Ignatz hopped out of the cruiser hatch and scurried to a roof access door sticking 
out on the flat roof like an outhouse on cement parking lot. No sooner had Ignatz plunged 
through the door than Norbert neatly set the ‘Baker down as close to the door he dared 
and we tumbled out, hot on the trail, blood surging with adrenaline. We both darted 
through the door before it had even finished closing, but the inky dark of the stairwell 
abruptly stopped our forward motion. When we heard voices coming from below us, we 
crept slowly down the stairs guided by the sound until we came to the bottom landing and 
a door, which was slightly ajar. Two voices spoke. We inched closer and fine-tuned our 
auditory perceptions. 
 
 “But I don’t understand any of this, Mr. Ignatz! Giant heads? Gray murk? Black 
holes? And what the devil made you shrink?” The voice was familiar, but I couldn’t quite 
place it. “Did this blonde you mentioned have something to do with that? My, how the 
mighty have dwindled!” 
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 “Never mind, punk. I paid a higher price for the treasure than I’d reckoned on, but I 
got it all the same!” The second voice was definitely Ignatz’s, but cuter than before. He 
now sounded more like Teddy Ruxpin than Hulk Hogan. “Ya hear?” He crowed. “I’ve got 
it! I’ve got the Egg!” 
 
 “Wowie zowie!” The first voice exclaimed in tones of cool awe (as contradictory as 
that sounds). “Then we’ve won! The secret of eternal life and wealth beyond all good taste 
is mine at last!” 
 
 “You mean ours,” growled Ignatz cutely. 
 
 “Yes, of course,” was the reply. “Oh this is ultimately awesome!” 
 
 “So whadda we do next, bright boy?” snapped Ignatz. “Crack it and scramble it 
and mark it with a ‘B?’” 
 
 The tension must have been getting to Ignatz, turning him silly. It does that to some 
guys. I should know. 
 
 “No, silly!” said Ignatz’s partner in dialog and crime, “We hold it for ransom, of 
course. For megabucks! Oh, at last! All the things I so richly deserve. A silver Saab, a 
Central Park mansion, a trip to the Bahamas, a trip to the Riviera, a personal secretary, a 
French cook, a French restaurant, a French villa, maybe France itself…” 
 
 “While the greed was on display I finally placed the voice. It was Rob Graves! Like 
a lot of us materialistic schnooks, Rob Graves had contracted a bad case of the 
“gimmees.” He wanted a short cut to Easy Street --a sweet seat on top of the heap. His 
desperate desires for wealth had obsessed him until, grasping at even the most far-fetched 
and unlikely of schemes, he had used his connection with Pearl Gates to penetrate the 
innermost secrets of the Boogarian sect. Then he had somehow hooked up with lowlife 
mercenary Idaho Ignatz to do the dirty work. Rob Graves was the spinner of this 
interplanetary scheme to snare the Cosmic Egg! 
 
 The time had come to break up Rob’s foot-long Christmas wish list, but just then a 
towering cloud of phosphorescent green smoke announced yet another arrival. 
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 As the eerie glow illumined the dimly lit room a huge mural, covering the walls, was 
revealed. I recognized the room as an old lecture hall, a well-remembered spot of many a 
fond snooze in my college days. It was the Woodworm auditorium with its famous mural by 
Thomas Heart Bendum. Typical of his style, it depicted boney, elongated Americans 
earnestly laboring in fields and factories. Many were the times I had gazed on these 
energetic and industrious figures while in ironic contrast, some prof droned endlessly while 
students dozed in various states of semi-consciousness. Memories, memories! 
 
 No time for nostalgia, however, the new arrival was commanding my attention. 
Another column of green smoke and my old pal the Chimera had joined Seth in whatever 
means of magical transport the green smoke provided. The Chimera, all heads frowning 
somberly, stood behind masked Seth who was apparently in another of his jovial moods, 
laughing his rasping, chilling chuckles. 
 
 The sight of the monsters visibly shook up Rob, but even so he used the distraction to 
grab the Egg from Ignatz. “Now, Mr. Boogeyman,” he said, polite, but firm, “You just cool 
it. We have the Cosmic Egg, but we’d consider letting you have it for a song. All we want 
is twelve million dollars in small bills and the secret of immortality. I’m sure you’ll agree 
that’s a reasonable price considering the thing’s value to you…” 
 
 “Yeah, plus you gotta magic me back to normal size, “ itty-bitty Ignatz chimed in. 
 
 Seth laughed so long I thought he was stuck. He finally spoke: 
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 “You imbeciles!” he crowed, “It would be child’s play to seize the Egg from you 
feeble fools, but I won’t trouble myself. I’m afraid I never carry large sums of cash, but I’d 
be delighted to grant the second part of your request.” 
 
 “Uh, well…uh…” Rob muttered uncertainly. 
 
 “To achieve immortality by means of the Cosmic Egg,” Seth continued, “all that is 
required of you is that you survive (chuckle) the fire.” Then the rubber mask shook in 
another series of nerve-grating guffaws. Behind him, Curly, Larry and Moe didn’t seem 
amused, but were as dour as Seth was jocular. 
 
 “Fire? What fire?” Rob and Ignatz asked in unison. 
 
 “Ha! Ha! Ha! Why the fire that will commence very shortly,” Seth replied. “Permit 
me to explain. Besides myself, God of the Underworld and Master of Limbo, also known 
more familiarly as the ‘Boogeyman,’ three elements are necessary for the Ritual of Renewal 
to succeed: the Cosmic Egg; Horus, God of the Sky; and a Chimera-generated fire which is 
at least planetary in its proportions.” 
 
 “P-p-planetary?” Rob stammered. 
 
 Seth snickered. “Horus is presently in a deathlike coma on the nucleus of Sally’s 
Comet. The Cosmic Egg rests on your puny, pitiable palms. Therefore the conflagration 
needed to encompass them both as required by the Ritual must of necessity be quite a gulf-
spanning blaze. Fortunately for myself, and incidentally for the life-beat of the entire 
cosmos, supplying such ‘whirlwinds of tempestuous fire,’ in Milton’s words, is entirely within 
the capabilities of the peerless Chimera,” and here Seth bowed graciously to the three-
headed creature. 
 
 “M-m-mr. Seth! G-g-get serious!” protested Rob. 
 
 “You doubt me, worm? Know, most comical mortal, that only a few eons ago, the 
Chimera engulfed the entire planet Proteus with flame, compelled by circumstances I had 
labored artfully to arrange and dictated by the requirements of the Ritual. What a colossal 
combustion that was! By the time the Ritual had been completed, the entire planet had 
exploded in a hundred million bits!” 
 
 I made a mental note of this unlooked-for confession and while Seth strolled down 
his own memory lane, gleefully describing catastrophes he had known and cherished, 
Norbert and I exchanged a few whispered words pertaining to an imminent course of 
action. Norbert had me pull a tiny little geegaw from his collar, fiddle with it according to 
his instructions, and point it at a section of the Bendum mural. 
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 “I’ve long been hoping,” Seth said, “to cleanse this blighted globe known as Earth, 
the playpen of my accursed brother, with the same consumptive blessing of fatal fire dealt 
to Proteus. So without further ado,” Seth bowed again to the Chimera, “Maestro, if you 
please?” 
 
 All three Chimera faces looked definitely regretful, but after only a moment’s 
hesitation, the dragon’s mouth began to expel fiery green tendrils. 
 
 Norbert and I chose that moment to make our presence more emphatically felt. 
Norbert had crept up behind Rob’s legs. I had slowly sauntered in front of him. 
 
 “Excuse me,” I said, and gave a little shove. Rob toppled over, tripping over 
Norbert. The Egg soared through the flame-warmed air; I dove for it and grabbed it. 
Suddenly I was now the center of attention. When the startled crowd began to lurch 
toward me, I let fly a forward pass to Norbert, who caught the Egg on the run with his 
jaws. Stubby legs pumping furiously, Norbert headed straight for the mural-covered wall. 
 
 Without pause, the Wonder Wiener plummeted right into the wall. Norbert vanished 
from sight and I dove into exactly the same spot with the rest of the motley crew right on 
my heels. 
 
 There was a gut-wrenching tug, a twinge of nausea, and the whole lot of us stood on 
the glowing, vibrating, sunward-soaring core of Sally’s Comet. 
 
 Matter transmission was a might tricky business, Norbert had often explained. 
Otherwise it would have replaced spaceship travel. Everything had to be just so or you’d 
wind up with your atoms scattered hither and yon. He’d taken a terrible chance when he’d 
had me use his gadget to shift his matter-transmission portals from his Minnesota doghouse 
and Norbertland to the constantly changing coordinates of Sally’s Comet. 
 
 We stood dazed in a circle around the cold unmoving body of Homeless Horace 
Rocket Man Goduvski. Rob seemed particular stunned by the unexpected locale. I 
deduced by the fact that he was still alive and breathing that Norbert had considerately 
extended his protective force field to encompass the greedy creep. Ignatz was protected 
by his ever-present spacesuit while the rest of us could manage on our own. 
 
 Norbert sniffed at the stiff and added his opinion to mine, that Horace or Horus, as 
the case may be, was ready for embalming, but the Chimera, who had up to then been 
speechless, spoke up authoritatively through Moe’s goat’s mouth: 
 
 “Life yet remains in Horus. Even in these times death comes not easily to one of the 
elder ones.” 
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 Seth had evidently left his gaiety back on Earth. He cursed long, loudly and heartily. 
“So the miserable Earth is spared once again,” he snarled. “No matter. Given enough time 
the humans will obliterate the planet on their own.” 
 
 “Give me the Cosmic Egg, mortal,” demanded Moe, and I was startled to realize 
that Norbert no longer held it, but that Rob was hugging the Egg to himself like an 
especially favored teddy bear. He stared deeply into the Chimera’s six sky-blue eyes for a 
long moment. Then, with a sigh, he surrendered the Egg. 
 
 The Chimera held the luminescent ovoid near Horus’s still form and as the Egg gently 
pulsed he seemed to grow larger. His flesh grew firmer and less pale and suddenly he sat 
up and smiled. He looked around at us and grinned. The he looked up at the star-strung 
sky and laughed. Not a death rattle like Seth’s, but a gentle laugh that warmed my ears 
and made me smile in turn. 
 
 He stood up and walked over to Seth and said simply, “Brother.” 
 
 “Brother,” was Seth’s even reply. 
 
 Seth and Horus stood looking at one another and a funny thing happened. At first it 
looked like Horus had done his metamorphosing Hawk-thing –I seemed to see a huge 
golden hawk, but the more I looked the harder it became to see him at all. Seth too had 
blurred and fuzzed and was hard to make out. Although they both still had an emphatic 
presence, my vision would just slip right off them. I could tell there was something there, 
something amazing, but my mind couldn’t make any sense of it. 
 
 We think we see things as they are, but the truth is we see what we expect to see. 
When something’s there that doesn’t meet our expectations, that doesn’t fit with our 
experience, that’s complete outside anything we’ve ever encountered, we may not be able 
to see it at all. 
 
 They were talking, calmly and clearly. I could hear them, but the sounds, the 
language they spoke was like strange instrumental music, not like anything I’d ever heard 
come from a human (or nonhuman, for that matter) throat. The sounds were even stranger 
than those yodeling turnips from Altair VIII I’d met a few weeks ago at the Ear-Hole, and 
that’s saying something. 
 
 The Chimera, on the other hand, seemed to have gained a super-realistic clarity. His 
restless form had come to peace with itself. He radiated his own brand of symmetry; the 
crazy-quilt critter had become a whole thing of maybe not beauty, exactly, but of awesome 
majesty. For a moment there, I wondered if I hadn’t come face-to-face with that fabled 
long-sought Missing Deity. 
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 The Chimera spoke to the impenetrable cloud of unknowable chaos which only 
moments ago had been Seth and Horus. 
 
 “The Ritual will take place as it was in the beginning decreed,” Said Curly, the lion-
head in a triumphant roar, “in the very heart of the Sun!” 
 
 The convolutions on Norbert’s already richly puckered brow multiplied with 
puzzlement. 
 
 “With all due respect, Mr. Chimera,” he said, “I don’t understand how you’re gong 
to enact this ceremony anywhere near the Sun. Although this comet is now exactly at its 
perihelion it’s still some 55 million miles distant!” 
 
 “No distance at all to Chimera-wings, little one,” replied Curly gruffly. Cradling the 
Cosmic Egg in two huge clawed hands, the Chimera approached the complex blur that was 
the brothers. 
 
 Within a golden haze, one being stood calmly now where there had been two. I’m 
glad I still couldn’t see it clearly because that creature was far more frightful than Seth had 
been; more fearsome than anything I’d ever known or dreamt of, something that lurked 
beyond the threshold of the knowable. 
 
 The Chimera’s long serpentine dragon-neck wrapped around the disturbing 
mergence of godlings. Like a trained elephant might lift his mahout with his trunk, the scaly 
neck lifted the perplexing being onto the three-headed improbable being’s broad back. 
 
 Then the Chimera began to flap its leathery bat-wings and with every flap the wings 
magically grew in size. When they extended almost beyond sight, one stupendous down-
stroke catapulted the Chimera out and away from the comet, carrying the Egg and 
Seth/Horus. The flying creature accelerated fantastically, dwindling to a speck in an eye 
blink, falling toward the angry eye of the Sun. 
 We had to avert our eyes or be blinded by the naked Sun, but by then other things 
were compelling our attention. Sally’s Comet had stopped quivering. The marvelous 
pattern of living light had vanished when the Cosmic Egg had left with the Chimera and 
now the nimbus of light that had continually surrounded the comet failed too. 
 
 I felt as if I had stepped wide-awake into a nightmare. I could turn and look around 
me, but only as slowly as dripping molasses and by exerting all my strength with every 
micro-movement. 
 
 Then, before my unbelieving eyes, the stars began to wink out, one by one at first, 
then in great waves across the entire expanse of sky. The Milky Way was suddenly a 
memory; blank blackness (or was it black blankness?) had claimed it all. 
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 A cold began to creep in on us then, a cold even I had reason to fear. My brain was 
finally catching up with events –I began to realize what was happening: The universe was 
dying. The Ritual hadn’t gone off on schedule, so the whole enchilada was being eaten by 
the Void. It was the Big Zilch. The End. The Big Chill had arrived and not nobody, not no 
thing was going to live to tell about it. 
 
  The Sun, which shortly before had threatened to permanently sear my vision, 
faltered. It swelled and filled the sky and dimmed as it expanded, its color fading to a 
sullen dark red. Like an after-image, an spot left on the retina by an impossibly immense 
flashbulb, it hung a while before my eyes and then began to fade to nothing. 
 
 Just before it had entirely gone and left only nothing forever and ever, I saw a 
strange image within the dull sphere of dying light. It was the image of a bird, like a 
silhouette, a bird above its nest, wings flapping furiously –a damned fool hallucination to 
have in my last few minutes, I thought, the last few minutes of all the world. I should be 
seeing Astral. I wanted to see Astral with everything in me, wanted just one instant with 
her. The love I felt was like a fire that nothing could quench, not even the end of 
everything. 
 
 Instead I saw nothing as the cold began to claim me –nothing but a stupid bird 
fussing over a nest that had just started to catch on fire and burn. 
 
 The fire must have really liked that nest; it roared to a raging wildly flaring 
conflagration, and even though I seemed to hear the bird scream, it seemed a scream of 
triumph and I had to smile. Beyond all reason I actually felt like the fire had sprung from all 
the fierce love I felt for Astral. 
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 The bird’s screams were still echoing in my brain when the flames had consumed it 
and had formed a small bright ball of fire. Then I had to look quickly away because the 
ball of flame had become the Sun. The good ol’ regular, everyday, life-giving miracle of 
the Sun! 
 
 And the stars were back! I could feel them shine. You don’t know what it is to feel 
the stars shining unless you know what it’s like to be without them. The stars! 
 
 The Ritual had come off in the nick of time. The Cosmos was back in business. I could 
move and breathe and feel my old pump ticking away in the ivory birdcage of my chest. 
Time was tap dancing again in that long-running musical, “Existence.” 
 
 We all stared at each other and grinned like idiots until we looked up and saw –
another comet had come to call! --No, not a comet, but a fiery egg which steadied and 
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hung in the starry void above. As we watched, the celestial egg cracked wide open and 
the Chimera emerged, wet and shining with its own light. 
 
 Sally’s Comet had regained its glow and its agitated tremble, but when the Chimera 
landed right before us a sort of calm accompanied it, like the pocket of peace in the eye of 
a hurricane. 
 
 In the mouth of each Chimera-head was a little globe of light. 
 
 The Chimera came closer. I could peer right into each of those globes gently held by 
each pair of jaws. Some soundless voice inside me told me the shadowy stirrings I saw 
were the movements of naked souls. 
 
 The voice was the same voice I heard sometimes in dreams, important dreams, a 
voice you don’t doubt, not your own, but one that speaks with indisputable authority. If 
you’ve ever heard a voice like that in your dreams you’ll know what I mean. 
 
 The Chimera held three souls, it said. Lion’s head held the soul of Horus. Dragon’s 
head gripped the dark soul of Seth. As to the identity of the third soul, the voice was silent. 
 
 Lion-head spat the soul on Sally’s crust like so much tobacco-stained phlegm and 
roared imperiously, “To Earth!” Horus’ shining soul sped towards Terra like a meteor. 
Dragon-face hissed and venomously expectorated its burden and commanded, “To Limbo!” 
and I knew it was Seth’s soul that flashed across the heavens heading back to the Asteroid 
Zone and the gateway to the world of dreary gray murk. 
 The final globe was gently deposited on the niche on Sally’s crust that was designed 
to hold it. Its form jelled into that of an egg, an egg that pulsed with light. Moe, the goat-
head spoke not at all, but I got the message. Another Cosmic Egg had replaced its 
predecessor. 
 
 Immediately the glowing cometoids resumed their intricate dance under the comet’s 
ice, elaborating on the Egg’s rhythmic pattern of pulsing light. 
 
 The Cosmic Egg was ready again for its far fling out past the planets, which would in 
the fullness of time boomerang back in another seven and a half decades. 
 
 Without another word, the Chimera sprang up and flew off, and I didn’t see it again 
until many years later under a somewhat different set of circumstances. 
 
 The four of us were left to stand and stare bewildered on the core of Sally’s Comet 
as she began her turn around the Sun and started on the long journey out to the deep dark 
beyond. I don’t know how long it was before Norbert finally gave a great sigh and slowly 
and clearly gave me instructions on creating another matter-transmission portal to get us 
safely back to Earth. 
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 Eventually we emerged safely in a back alley behind Norbert’s Minnesota home, 
just as the Sun was rising. I used my ion-squirter to send out a homing signal and before 
our shadows had been shortened by one of Norbert’s whiskers, the Stewedbaker was 
dropping down out of the clouds to settle by my side and purr gently. I offered to give Rob 
and Ignatz a lift, but they opted instead to hang around a while and take a Greyhound 
back to Blossomburg once they’d had a little time to think and sort things out. 
 
 (By the way, I found out later that Ignatz’s flashy space cruiser, left sitting on top of 
Wormwood Hall, had been blithely demolished by a university maintenance crew after 
being classified a student prank. I guess it will still be a while before faster-than-light 
starship technology will be added to the Terran civilization’s technological bag of tricks.) 
 
 Somewhere on Earth a newborn would be possessed by the spirit of the Hawk-God. 
Throughout his or her life, he or she would be compelled to struggle on behalf of the 
needful, troubled, pitiful planet of Earth. Sometimes that person would stare up at the starry 
night sky searching for something without knowing why, waiting for a sign to form across 
the heavens. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

EPILOGUE 
 
 
 Like I said before, that was sometime back. Those of you who saw the admittedly 
unimpressive show the comet provided Earthside could hardly have had an inkling of its 
cosmic significance. Perhaps, when Sally’s Comet reached perihelion you may have felt a 
brief chill or a slight discomfort. If you are among the particularly sensitive, your feelings 
might have been a mite more ominous. But when the break in the film of existence was re-
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spliced and everything rolled on as usual, you probably put it down as just one of those 
odd feelings that come and go and are soon forgotten. 
 
 The bevy of instrument-packed Terran satellites that peered at the comet were still 
much too far off to see the dance of the cometoids or the opalescent beauty of the Cosmic 
Egg in its rocky niche. 
 
 Only the four of us mortal Earthlings who stood on the comet realized that for a 
brief, uncertain moment the universe had entered its death throes. Only we witnessed the 
rebirth of the cosmos against all reason and hope. 
 
 That renewal affected us all. Rob Graves dropped his materialistic greed like a 
radioactive potato. He works part-time as a janitor for a movie theater. He whistles while 
he works and gets to see all the movies for free and the popcorn is on the house. 
 
 Idaho Ignatz never regained his former stature, but he could care less. Inside where 
it counts he got as big as the galaxy. He married Pearl Gates and settled down. He keeps 
house and takes care of their two kids while Pearl pursues a brilliant career as a sub-atomic 
physicist, which seems to entirely satisfy her mystical cravings. 
 
 Norbert the Wiener is cuter than ever and even more ingenious and creative. He’s 
added music composition to all his other accomplishments, and has written two symphonies 
to date plus a batch of more modest works. They’re all written for bizarre instruments of his 
own invention. The Asteroid Belt’s concert halls are always packed whenever he gives a 
performance; the E.T.’s especially really eat it up although it goes right over my head 
(literally –much of the music is played higher than the range of human hearing). 
 
  The four of us keep in touch. Norbert regularly beams Rob, Ignatz, and himself up 
to Aphrodite’s Ear-Hole where we have a few beers and chew the fat. 
 
 I don’t show the change as much as the others, maybe, but it’s there all the same. 
The first thing I did, of course, was to look up Astral and talk things over. 
 
 I found out my jealousy was completely misplaced. I had stumbled, not upon Astral 
and her lover, but into Astral’s dream. The dippy-looking so-and-so I’d seen her cavorting 
with was actually her dream-image of me! I thought the lug had looked familiar! That also 
explained her relative solidity. In her dreams Astral feels herself as solid as the rest of us. 
Astral and I have gotten a lot closer, especially since Lefty got us more of Granny Goop’s 
visible-izing cream! 
 
 The private eye biz is looking up too. Since Seth had confessed the Proteus blow-up 
was his and the Chimera’s doing, I was able to supply the Re-Noc-Nix with the answer to 
their ages-long conundrum. I don’t know if they believed me, but they certainly forked over 
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a lot of cabbage and I had the great satisfaction of stamping one of my longest-standing 
cases “closed.” 
 
 I was also able to find Seth’s asteroid hideout and I’ve visited the masked man a few 
times in his murky gray limbo-land and even garnered a few helpful hints on that baffling 
“Missing Deity” business. 
 
 Just lately I’ve got this sapient slime-mold from Titian who wants me to look into the 
alleged kidnapping of an entire race he says is now imprisoned on the hypothetical, but 
never actually located Planet X, beyond Pluto’s orbit. Another client wants me to look into 
the rumor that some crazed junk-food addicts from Betelgeuse are plotting an invasion of 
all the hamburger joints in the solar system. 
 
 But Missing Deity knows those are tales for another time! 
 
 
 

 
 

THE END 


